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and a computer 53 displayed at least a point.mark 56 on 
a position 55 corresponds to the calculated axial 
direction, by a display device 54 is provided. 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 

damages caused by the use of this translation. 

l.Tbis document has been translated by computer. So the tianslationjmay not reflect the original 

precisely. 

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] If it consists of the display screen (52) of the shape of an indicator (51), a plane, or a solid, a 

computer (53), and a display (54) and a directions person (10) directs a location (55) on the display screen 

(52) with an indicator (51) Calculate a location (55) which corresponds by computer (53), and a point mark 

(56) is displayed on a location (55) on the display screen (52) with a display (54). In a system by which a 

directions person (10) or the others can check the location by this to the aforementioned indicator (51) It 

has condensing optical system (51g) which condenses an unit prepared in a display screen (52) top or its 

near, or light from two or more light emitting devices (57) on an optoelectric transducer (5if). It has a 

processing means to compute and output the direction of a shaft (51a) of an indicator (51) from an output 

signal of an optoelectric transducer <51f>. An optical pointing system characterized by having a computer 

(53) which displays a point mark (56) on a location (55) corresponding to the shaft orientations at least 

with said display (54). 
[Claim 2] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 which two or more light emitting devices (57) 

prepared in a display screen (52) side carry out sequential luminescence, and is characterized by having a 

computer (53) controlled so that two or more do not emit light to coincidence. 

[Claim 3] The display screen of the shape of an indicator (120) and a plane which are characterized by 

providing the following, or a solid (52), If it consists of a computer (53) and a display (54) and a directions 

person (10) directs a location (55) on the display screen (52) with an indicator (120) A system by which a 

location (55) which corresponds by computer (53) is calculated, a point mark (56) is displayed on a 

location (55) on the display screen (52) a display (54), and a directions person (10) or the others can check 

the location by this the light source (111) which is not controlled by the above-mentioned computer (53), 

but emits light independently - having - the above-mentioned indicator (120) - the above - an 

optoelectric transducer (123,124) which receives light from the independent light source (111), and 

outputs a signal A processing means to convert change of an output signal of this optoelectric transducer 

into a motion of the above-mentioned indicator (120), and to output to the above-mentioned computer (53) 

(127-1,127-2,128,129,130,134) 

[Claim 4] The light source of claim 3 is an optical pointing system characterized by considering as a 

configuration which emits the quantity of light of 10 times or more more preferably than the quantity of 

light in workspace. 
[Claim 5] The light source of claim 3 is an optical pointing system characterized by considering as a 



configuration which consists of an incandescent lamp (115) and a filter (116) which the light is absorbed 

[ filter ] and makes infrared radiation penetrate. 

[Claim 6] The light source of claim 3 is an optical pointing system characterized by considering as a 

configuration in which a vertical flare angle (alpha) is small and a horizontal flare angle (beta) ha6 large 

directivity. 

IClaim 7] optical system on which ttuTlight source of claim~3 project^tMlIisplay screen - or an optical 

pointing system characterized by considering as a configuration which is the optical spot (171,181) formed 

of optical system projected independently. 

[Claim 8] The light source of claim 3 is an optical pointing system characterized by considering as a 

configuration which is the display screen (52) itself. 

[Claim 9] A processing means of an indicator of claim 3 is an optical pointing system characterized by 

considering as a configuration which has a means (127-1,127-2,134) which keeps constant level of an 

output signal from an optoelectric transducer. 

[Claim 10] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 or 3 characterized by equipping an indicator 

(51) with an unit or two or more switches (51c) which direct the contents of processing over a directions 

location (55). 

[Claim 111 actuation of a switch (51c) of an indicator (51) - or an optical pointing system according to 

claim 1 characterized by having a computer (53) controlled to make a light emitting device (57) by the side 

of the display screen (52) emit light only when there is a location directions demand from a computer (53) 

side. 

[Claim 12] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 or 3 characterized by equipping an indicator 

(51) with point mark migration / fixed change means (51c, 245) switched so that a point mark (56) may 

move with migration of an indicator (51) so that a point mark (56) may not move, even if it moves an 

indicator (51). 

[Claim 13] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 or 3 characterized by having a positioning 

means which becomes depressed (51b) or consists of a projection etc. by which it is decided uniquely that 

a location of a directions person's finger will be the external surface of an indicator (51). 

[Claim 14] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 or 3 characterized by having composition that 

a focal distance of physical relationship of a condensing optical system (51g) and an optoelectric 

transducer (51fp) in the aforementioned indicator (51) or condensing optical system (51g) can be changed. 

[Claim 15] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 characterized by equipping an indicator (51) 

with a light emitting device (5 Id) which sends out light which connects to the aforementioned computer 

(53) a photo detector (62) prepared near the display screen (52), and includes the directions direction 

information, processing information, or both information in this photo detector (62). 

[Claim 16] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 characterized by forming independently 

transparence or an opaque board for contacting a touch switch (5 It) of an indicator (51), and drawing loci, 

such as drawing, with an indicator (51). 

[Claim 17] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 or 3 characterized by having a computer (53) 

which controls a field which turns a shaft (51a) of an indicator (51) and carries out directions actuation, 

and a field where a point mark (56) is displayed to match by relation between expansion / contraction or 

expansion/contraction, and a parallel displacement. 

[Claim 18] An optical pointing system according to claim 1 or 3 characterized by changing a configuration 



of a point mark on the display screen (52) into each indicator (51a) and every - (51b) in two or more 

indicators (51a) and a system using - (51b) to the one display screen (52). 

[Claim 19] Claim 1 or an indicator (70) of 3 It is arranged ahead of [ as for which light with which it was 

equipped in casing (68) carried out incidence ] a plane optoelectric transducer (73) which can detect XY 

coordinate of a location, and this optoelectric transducer (73), and the periphery section has a aperture 

mask (71) this casing (58) comes for bearing to be carried out. An optical pointing system characterized by 

being constituted and becoming so that light by which outgoing radiation was carried out from near the 

display screen (52) or this display screen (52) may pass a hole (72) prepared in this aperture mask (71) 

and may carry out incidence to this optoelectric transducer (73) via space. 

[Claim 20] An optical pointing system of claim 19 which prepared a hole (72) in a location from which 

casing (58) was equipped with a aperture mask (71) which it comes to arrange ahead of an optoelectric 

transducer (73) free [ rotation ], and it separated from the center of rotation of this aperture mask (71). 

[Claim 21] Two slits (94a, 94b, 104a, 104b) to which it replaces with a hole (72) and extension of a center 

line or this center line intersects a aperture mask (92) are prepared. It replaces with a plane optoelectric 

transducer (73) which can detect XY coordinate of an incidence location. And two straight line-like 

optoelectric transducers (95a, 95b) An optical pointing system of claim 19 which equips and becomes 

casing (91,101) so that this slit (94a, 94b, 104a, 104b) may be intersected, respectively. 

[Claim 22] Claim 1 or an indicator of 3 is an optical pointing system characterized by considering as a 

configuration which has a means to lead light from the light source allotted in the direction in which the 

directions of the display screen differ in the condition of having turned the direction of the display screen 

to an optoelectric transducer. 
[Claim 23] Claim 1 or the indicator (70) of 3 are the optical pointing system carry out having the point 

mark migration / fixed change means (245) which switches so that a point mark may also move with 

migration of an indicator, and the unit or two or more instruction directions means (258,259) direct the 

processing instruction of a proper to a computer in the point mark location on the display screen so that a 

point mark (56) may not move, even if it moves an indicator as the feature. 

[Claim 24] An optical pointing system characterized by considering as a configuration characterized by 

providing the following Claim 1 or an indicator (70) of 3 is point mark migration / fixed change means 

(245) switched even if it moves an indicator so that a point mark (56) may not move, or so that a point 

mark may also move with migration of an indicator. An unit or two or more instruction directions means 

(258,259) of directing a processing instruction of a proper to a computer in a point mark location on the 

display screen An unit or two or more instruction directions means (254-257) of directing to a computer a 

specific processing instruction which is not related to a point mark location on the display screen 

[Claim 25] An optical pointing system characterized by considering as a configuration which has this 

point mark migration / fixed change means (245) in a field (252) of 1 of an indicator, and has two or more 

instruction directions means (254-259) which carry out the instruction directions of the specific 

processing to this computer in claim 23 or 24 in a different field (253) from a field (252) of up Norikazu of 

an indicator. 
[Claim 26] A means (271,234) by which claim 1 or an indicator of 3 detects change of the disturbance 

intensity of fight, and a period when change of this disturbance intensity of light is over a predetermined 

value are an optical pointing system characterized by considering as a configuration which has a 

prohibition means by which the above-mentioned processing means is made not to operate. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 
[Industrial Application] This invention relates to an optical pointing system for a directions person to 

specify the specific location of a screen, a big screen CRT, or the other display screens in two or more 

electronic presentation systems and teleconferences for a viewer. 

[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art! The following systems were used for the pointing system in a conventional 

electronic presentation system and a conventional teleconference. 

[0003] ** A directions person operates pointing devices for terminals, such as a mouse and a light pen, 

and transmits the result of the directions location on a terminal unit screen to other terminal units or the 

display for a large number viewers. 

[0004] ** As shown in drawing 48 , while directing the specific location of the display screen 3 with the 

indicator 2 of the shape of a rod equipped with the light emitting device 1 at the tip and showing an a 

large number viewer the directions location directly, read the tip location with the camera 4 currently 

fixed and installed, and send out the positional information to a computer 5. In addition, in the display 

screen 3, a projection indication of the information from a computer 5 is given in electronic OHP6 grade. 

[0005] ** The specific location on the display screen is irradiated with the laser pointer which emits the 

beam-like flux of light, and if the light is the light, a viewer can check a majority of the directions 

locations directly by the optical spot. Moreover, the reflected light is received with a camera etc., a 

reflective location is read, and the positional information is sent out to a computer. If said laser is 

invisible light, the point mark which a viewer can view through a display from a computer will be 

displayed on the display screen. 

[0006] ** Project an image in liquid crystal projector 8 grade by using the electromagnetic-induction 

digitizer 7 of a large area like drawing 49 as a screen, detect the location on the digitizer 7 which 

generated and directed the electromagnetic wave from the tip of .an indicator 9 using an 

electromagnetic-induction operation, and show clearly through a computer 5 and a projector 8. 

[0007] ** Pawing 5Q shows the optical pointing system shown in JP, 3-176718,A. 

[0008] This system 20 consists of a fixed unit 21 and a movable unit 22 which the directions person 10 has 

in a hand and is operated by remote control. 

[0009] The fixed unit 21 consists of the main part 24 of television with which the Braun tube 23 is 

incorporated, LED25 set as the upper surface of the main part 24 of television towards the front, a 



microcomputer 26, the cursor control circuit 27, an LED drive circuit 28, and AID converter 29 grade. 

[0010] The camera unit 30 and an operational amplifier 31 are huilt into the interior, and the movable 

unit 22 is the configuration of having the selection carbon button 32 outside, and is connected with AID 

converter 29 by the^able 33. 

[0011] The camera unit 30 has a detector 34 in the back end. 

[0012] LED25 is controlled by the microcomputer 26 and emits light. 

[0013] The camera unit 30 of the movable unit 22 receives the light from LED25, and a detector 34 

outputs the current corresponding to rotation of the movable unit 22 to LED25, or the relation of 

advancing side by side. 

[0014] After this current is amplified by the operational amplifier 31, it is sent to A/D converter 29 of the 

fixed unit 21 through a cable 33. 

[0015] Based on the information to which the microcomputer 26 ha6 been sent from the movable unit 22, 

the location P on screen 23a of the Braun tube 23 which the movable unit 22 has pointed out is calculated, 

and this is outputted to the cursor control circuit 27. Cursor 35 is moved to the location P to which the 

movable unit 22 is pointing on screen 23a by the cursor control circuit 27. 

[0016] 

[ProblemCs) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the system which operates pointing devices for 

terminals, such as a mouse and a light pen, like **, in order for a directions person to direct the location 

on a screen, it must always be near the terminal unit and cannot separate from a terminal unit. 

[0017] ** Like **, the directions person 10 cannot separate near the display screen in the system the 

directions person 10 instructs a screen 3 and the location on seven to be with indicators 2 and 9. And it is 

necessary to make indicators 2 and 9 approach to near the pole of a directions location, and, in the case of 

the upper part of a large screen etc., there is a problem that indicators 2 and 9 do not reach a directions 

location. 

[0018] And when directing over the whole surface of a screen, a directions person is the front of a screen, 

and has to carry out, or it must come, or must move frequently, and a directions person's burden is large. 

Moreover, when the display of a front projection mold is being used, an indicator and the directions 

person 10 will interrupt the display on a screen, and there is a defect which will become very hard to see 

for a viewer. 

[0019] The power consumption of a light emitting device is large in the system which, on the other hand, 

illuminates and directs the specific location on the display screen using the laser pointer which emits the 

beam-like flux of light like ** in using the indicator 2 equipped with the light emitting device 1 at the tip 

like **. Therefore, if a cell is built in an indicator for wirelessizing,izing of the indicator cannot be 

carried out [ small lightweight ], but handling is inconvenient. 

[0020] Moreover, when a camera 4 was installed in the transverse plane of the display screens 3, such as a 

screen, the directions person entered between the display screen 3 and a camera 4, location detecting 

becomes impossible or a camera 4 is installed in the screen side, the amount of reflected lights which 

reaches a camera 4 decreases very much, and location detection becomes difficult. 

[0021] ** Like, in the system using the electromagnetic-induction digitizer 7 of a large area, since 

equipment becomes large-scale and only the location on the specific large-sized digitizer 7 can moreover 

be read, a system is limited and the location on the display screen of the other arbitration cannot be 

directed. 



[0022] ** In the system, since it was the configuration of controlling LED25 by the microcomputer 26 and 

making it emitting light with it, the system was complicated. 

[0023] Paying attention to such a problem, a directions person can direct the location of the request on the 

directions object of arbitration, such as the display screen used for a teleconference etc., from the location 

of arbitration, and the technical technical problem of this invention is to realize the optical pointing 

system which can moreover use an indicator with easy handling by the small light weight. 

[0024] 
[Means for Solving the Problem] Drawing 1 is the perspective diagram showing the whole picture of the 

optical pointing system 50 by this invention. If it has like illustration the indicator 51 which has a 

function of a camera, the display screen 52, a computer 53, and a display 54 and the directions person 10 

directs the location 55 on the display screen 52 with an indicator 51 The location 55 which corresponds by 

computer 53 is calculated, and while displaying point mark 56Aon location 55Aon display screen 52Aof a 

computer 53, it is constituted so that the point mark 56 may be displayed on the location 55 on the display 

screen 52 with a display 54. 
[0025] In this system, claim 1 has 51g of condensing optical system which condenses an unit prepared in 

the aforementioned indicator 51 on the display screen 52 or in its near, or light from two or more light 

emitting devices 57 on 51f of optoelectric transducers. Moreover, the direction of shaft 51a of an indicator 

51 is computed, and it has composition equipped with the computer 53 which displays the point mark 56 

on the location 55 corresponding to the shaft orientations at least with said display 54 from an output 

signal of 51f of optoelectric transducers. 

[0026] Invention of claim 2 is the configuration of having the computer 53 controlled so that two or more 

light emitting devices 57 prepared in a display screen 52 side carry out sequential luminescence and do 

not emit light two or more to coincidence, as illustrated to drawing 2 . 

[0027] invention of claim 3, if the display screen 52 of the shape of an indicator 120, a plane, or a solid, a 

computer 53, and a display 54 are consisted of by obtaining to drawing 2Q at instantiation **** and the 

directions person 10 directs the location 55 on the display screen 52 with an indicator 120 In a system by 

which the location 55 which corresponds by computer 53 is calculated, the point mark 56 is displayed on 

the location 55 on the display screen 52 a display 54, and the directions person 10 or the others can check 

the location by this It has the fight source 111 which is not controlled by the above-mentioned computer 

53, but emits fight independently. The above-mentioned indicator 120 The optoelectric transducer 

123,124 which receives light from the light source 111 of the above-mentioned independence, and outputs 

a signal, It considers as a configuration which has a processing means 127-1,127-2,128,129,130,134 to 

convert change of an output signal of this optoelectric transducer into a motion of the above-mentioned 

indicator 11, and to output to the above-mentioned computer 53. 

[0028] Invention of claim 4 considers the fight source of claim 3 as a configuration which emits the 

quantity of fight of 10 times or more more preferably than the quantity of fight in workspace. 

[0029] Invention of claim 5 considers the fight source of claim 3 as a configuration which consists of an 

incandescent lamp 115 and a filter 116 which the fight is absorbed [ filter ] and makes infrared radiation 

penetrate. 
[0030] It considers as a configuration in which a vertical flare angle (alpha) of the fight source of claim 3 is 

small, and invention of claim 6 has directivity with a horizontal large flare angle (beta). 

[0031] optical system on which, as for the fight source of claim 3, invention of claim 7 projects the display 



screen - or it considers as a configuration which is the optical spot 171,181 formed of optical system 

projected independently. 

[0032] Invention of claim 8 considers the light source of claim 3 as a configuration which is display screen 

52 the very thing. 

[0033] Invention of claim 9 considers a processing means of an indicator of claim 3 as a configuration 

which has the means 127-1,127*2,134 which keeps constant level of an output signal from an optoelectric 

transducer. 

[0034] In the aforementioned system, invention of claim 10 is the configuration which equipped an 

indicator 51 with an unit or two or more switch 51c which direct the contents of processing over a 

directions location, as illustrated to drawing 5 . 

[0035] invention of claim 11 ■- actuation of switch 51c of an indicator 51 - or only when there is a location 

directions demand from a computer 53 side, it is the configuration equipped with the computer 53 

controlled to make the light emitting device 57 hy the side of the display screen 52 emit light. 

[0036] Even if an indicator 51 moves, invention of claim 12 i6 a configuration which equips an indicator 51 

with point mark migration / fixed change means switched so that the point mark 56 may also move with 

migration of an indicator 51, as the point mark 56 does not move. 

[0037] Invention of claim 13 is a configuration which comes to have a positioning means by which a 

location of a directions person's finger becomes depressed on external surface of an indicator 51 uniquely, 

and becomes it from 51b or a projection, as illustrated to drawing 5 . 

[0038] Invention of claim 14 is the configuration of having enabled it to change a focal distance of 

optoelectric transducers [ in the aforementioned indicator 51 / 51g of condensing optical system and 5If of 

optoelectric transducers ] physical relationship, or 51g of condensing optical system. 

[0039] In the aforementioned system, invention of claim 15 is a configuration which equips an indicator 

51 with 51d of light emitting devices which send out light which connects to the aforementioned count 53 

the photo detector 62 prepared near the display screen 52, and includes the directions direction 

information, processing information, or both information in this photo detector 62, as illustrated to 

drawing 6. 

[0040] Invention of claim 16 is the configuration of having formed independently transparence or an 

opaque board for contacting touch switch 51t of an indicator 51, and drawing loci, such as drawing, in an 

indicator 51, as illustrated to drawing 9 . 

[0041] Invention of claim 17 is the configuration that relation between a field which can turn and direct 

shaft 51a of an indicator 51, and a field where the point mark 56 is displayed comes to have expansion / 

contraction or expansion/contraction, and the computer 53 controlled to carry out a parallel displacement 

and to match, as illustrated to drawing 10 . 

[0042] Invention of claim 18 is the configuration of having changed a configuration of a point mark on the 

display screen 52 into each indicator 51-1 and every 51-2 in two or more indicators 51-1 and a system 

using 51-2 - to the one display screen, as illustrated to drawing 11. 

[0043] In addition, the display screen 52 does not necessarily need to have the shape of a flat screen, and 

with a display 54, if projection of the point mark 56 is possible, the irregular structure etc. shall be 

contained in a definition of the display screen 52. 

[0044] Invention of claim 19 claim 1 or the indicator 70 of 3 It is arranged ahead of [ as for which light 

with which it was equipped in casing 68 carried out incidence ] the plane optoelectric transducer 73 which 



can detect XY coordinate of a location, and this optoelectric transducer 73, and the periphery section has 

the aperture mask 71 this casing 58 comes for bearing to be carried out. Light by which outgoing 

radiation was carried out from near the display screen 52 or this display screen 52 passes the hole 72 

prepared in this aperture mask 71, and it constitutes so that incidence may be carried out to this 

optoelectric transducer 73 via space. 

[0045] Casing 58 is equipped with the aperture mask 71 which it comes to arrange ahead of an 

optoelectric transducer 73 free [ rotation ], and invention of claim 20 is taken as a configuration which 

formed a hole 72 in a location from which it separated from the center of rotation of this aperture mask 71. 

[0046] Invention of claim 21 forms two slits 94a, 94b, 104a, and 104b to which it replaces with a hole 72 

and extension of a center line or this center line intersects a aperture mask 92. And it replaces with the 

plane optoelectric transducer 73 which can detect XY coordinate of an incidence location, and two straight 

line-like optoelectric transducers 95a and 95b are considered as a configuration which equips and 

becomes casing 91,101 so that these slits 94a, 94b, 104a, and 104b may be intersected, respectively. 

[0047] Invention of claim 22 considers claim 1 or an indicator of 3 as a configuration which has a means to 

lead light from the light source allotted in the different direction from the direction of the display screen 

to an optoelectric transducer in the condition of having turned the direction of the display screen. 

[0048] Even if invention of claim 23 moves an indicator, in it, claim 1 or the indicator 70 of 3 carry out as 

the configuration have the point mark migration / fixed change means 245 which switches so that a point 

mark may also move with migration of an indicator, and the unit or two or more instruction directions 

means 258,259 direct the processing instruction of a proper to a computer in the point mark location on 

the display screen so that a point mark 56 may not move. 

[0049] Invention of claim 24 claim 1 or the indicator 70 of 3 So that the point mark 56 may not move, even 

if it moves an indicator Or point mark migration / fixed change means 245 switched so that a point mark 

may also move with migration of an indicator, An unit or two or more instruction directions means 

258^259 of directing a processing instruction of a proper to a computer in a point mark location on the 

display screen, It considers as a configuration which has an unit or two or more instruction directions 

means 254-257 of directing to a computer a specific processing instruction which is not related to a point 

mark location on the display screen. 

[0050] In claim 23 or 24, invention of claim 25 has this point mark migration / fixed change means 245 in 

the field 252 of 1 of an indicator, and is taken as a configuration which has two or more instruction 

directions means 254-259 which carry out. the instruction directions of the specific processing to this 

computer in a field 253 which is different in the field 252 of up Norikazu of an indicator. 

[0051] A period exceeding a predetermined value is considered as a configuration in which a means 

271,234 by which, as for claim 1 or an indicator of 3, invention of claim 26 detects change of the 

disturbance intensity of light, and change of this disturbance intensity of light have a prohibition means 

by which the above-mentioned processing means is made not to operate. 

[0052] 

[Function] If an indicator 51 is turned to a location to direct the display screen 52 according to claim 1, an 

installation location receives the light from the light emitting device 57 which is known by 51f of 

optoelectric transducers of an indicator 51, and sends out the signal of the direction information 

corresponding to the direction of the light emitting device 57 to the shaft 54 of an indicator 51 to a 

computer 53. By the computer 53, the shaft orientations of an indicator 51 are computed from the 



direction information, it asks for where the directions person is directing, and the point mark 56 is 

displayed on the location with a display 54. 

[0053] Therefore, the location of the arbitration on a screen can be directed from the location of 

arbitration, such as the side of a screen. And it is [ that 51f of optoelectric transducers is only built in the 

indicator 51 and ], and since there is very little power consumption,-izing of the indicator 51 can be 

carried out [ small lightweight ], and handling becomes simple. 

[0054] According to claim 2, even if a light emitting device 57 is in two or more places in order to shift 

timing and to carry out sequential luminescence so that two or more two or more light emitting device 57 

prepared in the display screen 52 side may not emit light to coincidence, the direction of each light 

emitting device 57 is precisely detectable with PSD (2-dimensional optical location sensing element). 

[0055] It acts so that the configuration using the light source which emits light independently as the light 

source of claim 3, without being controlled by the computer may be enabled to separate the light source 

from a computer. 

[0056] The configuration which made the quantity of light of the light source of claim 4 10 or more times 

of the quantity of light of workspace acts so that the noise by disturbance light may be controlled low 

relative enough. 

[0057] The configuration which made the light source the incandescent lamp equipped with the light 

absorption filter of claim 5 acts so that it may not be conspicuous and the light source may be carried out. 

[0058] The configuration which shall have the directivity which narrowed the vertical flare angle for the 

light source of claim 6 acts so that the quantity of light which faces to an indicator may be increased.^ 

[0059] The configuration which makes the optical spot of claim 7 the light source acts so that it may make 

it unnecessary to form light equipment in a display screen side. 

[0060] The configuration which uses the display screen of claim 8 itself as the light source acts so that the 

light equipment of dedication may be made unnecessary. 

[0061] The configuration which established the means which keeps the level of the output signal of claim 

9 constant acts so that it may be made for the quality of the output signal of an indicator not to change, 

even if it changes the distance over the light source of an indicator. 

[0062] Since the indicator 51 is equipped with the unit or two or more switch 51c which direct the 

contents of processing over the directions location 55 according to claim 10, while specifying the location 

on the display screen 52 with an indicator 51, the processing about the directions location can also be 

directed and a directions person can process a variety only by carrying an indicator 51. 

[0063] According to claim 11, since the light emitting device 57 by the side of the display screen 52 is 

made to emit light, power consumption is reducible with switch actuation of an indicator 51 and the 

location directions demand from a computer 53 side. 

[0064] Since according to claim 12 it can choose so that the point mark 56 may also move with migration 

of an indicator 51 so that the point mark 56 may not move or even if an indicator 51 moves, usage like a 

mouse can also do an indicator 51. 

[0065] According to claim 13, since it has a positioning means by which it is decided uniquely that the 

location of a directions person!s finger will be the external surface of an indicator 51, the direction of an 

indicator 51 is uniquely decided only by having had an indicator 51 in the hand. Consequently, since 51f 

of optoelectric transducers of shaft 51a of an indicator 51 and the interior and the physical relationship of 

an indicator person's palm are decided uniquely, the light emitting device by the side of the display screen 



52 i6 simplified, and cost reduction can be realized. 

[0066] According to claim 14, since a 51g of condensing optical system in an indicator 51, and optical 

system [ 5If / of optoelectric transducers / physical relationship or 51g of condensing optical system ] focal 

distance can be changed, the always optimal resolution is maintainable by choosing the optimal focal 

distance according to the distance of an indicator 51 and the display screen 52. 

[0067] Since it is only sufficient that it is made cordless and 51d of light emitting devices emits a 

lightwave signal since according to claim 15 the directions direction information, processing information, 

etc. with an indicator 51 are transmitted to the photo detector 62 prepared near the screen 52 with a 

lightwave signal and it transmits to a computer 53 by 51d of light emitting devices with which the 

indicator 51 was equipped, a small power supply is sufficient and an indicator 51 is formed into small 

lightweight. 
[0068] According to claim 16, since an indicator 51 is moved where touch switch 51t of an indicator 51 is 

appropriated for transparence or an opaque touch board, unlike drawing an alphabetic character and 

drawing on space, a directions person can draw an alphabetic character and drawing on the display 

screen 52 at will without sense of incongruity, and precisely with the same sensation as drawing an 

alphabetic character and drawing on space etc. with a writing implement. 

[0069] Since the display screen 52 where the field which turns shaft 51a of an indicator 51 and carries out 

directions actuation, and the point mark 56 are displayed is matehed by the relation between expansion / 

contraction or expansion/contraction, and a parallel displacement according to claim 17, the movement 

magnitude of an indicator 51 and the movement magnitude of the point mark 56 in the display screen 52 

can choose the conditions suitable for actuation of an indicator 51. 

[0070] It seems that moreover, according to claim 18 the configurations of the point mark 56 differ for 

every directions person, and derangement is not caused on the one display screen 52 even if two or more 

persons perform directions actuation to coincidence, since the configurations of the point mark of each 

indicator 51-1 and every 51-2 - differ. 

[0071] The configuration which replaced with the lens of claim 19 and used the aperture mask acts so 

that focal actuation may be made unnecessary. 

[0072] When the light source is single, the configuration which made the aperture mask rotatable while 

preparing the hole of claim 20 in the location from which it separated from the center acts by performing 

adjustment which rotates a aperture mask suitably so that the fight from the light source may be made to 

irradiate the center of an optoelectric transducer, even if it is the case where it is allotted to which 

location in around the display screen. 

[0073] The configuration which the straight line-like optoelectric transducer of claim 21 was made to 

cross, and was prepared acts so that the signal which does not contain a cross talk may be outputted. 

[0074] The configuration which established the means of claim 22 acts so that the flexibility of 

arrangement of the fight source may be raised. 

[0075] The configuration which established the instruction command means of claim 23 acts so that it 

may have the function which emits an instruction to computer operation. 

[0076] The configuration which established two sorts of instruction means of claim 24 acts on a computer 

so that an instruction unrelated to a mark can be emitted in addition to the instruction relevant to a mark. 

[0077] The configuration which formed the change means and instruction directions means of claim 25 in 

another field of an indicator acts so that an operation mistake may be hard to be carried out. 



[0078] The configuration which established the prohibition means of claim 26 acts so that the effect by 

disturbance light may be lost. 

[0079] 

[Example] Next, an example explains how the optical pointing system by this invention is materialized in 

practice. 

[0080] [The 1st example of an optical pointing system] ( drawing % ) 

Prawing 2 is the perspective diagram showing the 1st example of the optical pointing system by this 

invention. 52 is the display screens, such as a screen for OHP, and a projection indication of the image 

information outputted from a computer 53 is given with the display 54 of projection molds, such as the 

liquid crystal type electron OHP connected to the computer 53. In addition, the display screen 52 may be 

a screen of large-sized television. 

[0081] In four corners P1P4 of the screen 52 for OHP, it arranges near-infrared [ which has required 

about 1MHz pulse modulation / LED ] as a light emitting device 57. And when using PSD as an 

optoelectric transducer in an indicator 51, it can recognize whether the control is carried out by the 

computer 53, or which light emitting device is emitting light so that only each one light emitting device 57 

may always carry out sequential lighting. 

[0082] In the indicator 51, it ha6 condensing optical system and 5 If of optoelectric transducers, such as 

lens 51g, and if a directions person turns to the display screen 52, the light from the light emitting device 

57 by the side of the display screen 52 will carry out image formation on 5If of optoelectric transducers by 

lens 51g. Based on the signal from 51f of optoelectric transducers, the location in the display screen 52 of 

shaft 51a of an indicator 51 is computed by the computer 53. And since the point mark 56 is displayed on 

the location 55 on the computed display screen 52, thereby, a directions person or the others can check the 

location. 

[0083] although 2-dimensional CCD etc. can also be used as 5 If of optoelectric transducers in an indicator 

51 - drawing 2 - 2 -- it is an example using dimension PSD51fp. In the case of 2-dimensional CCD, even 

if coincidence has two or more luminescence, each luminescence location is detectable. On the other hand, 

a luminescence location cannot be pinpointed, if luminescence by the light emitting device 57 by the side 

of the display screen 52 needs to be single and coincidence has two or more luminescence, in order for the 

center-of-gravity location of the light in a light-receiving side to detect a luminescence location when 

using PSD. 

[0084] Therefore, when a light emitting device 57 is arranged in four places of P1-P4 like drawing 2 The 

luminescence timing of P1-P4 is shifted, for example, to the timing of tl, as shown in (b) drawing, 

corresponding to PI point, image formation of the **** is carried out to Ql point on PSD, and it is t2 and 

t3. - To timing, it corresponds to P two P three-point --, and is Q2 and Q3 on PSD. - Image formation is 

carried out to a point. 

[0085] Four light emitting devices 57 by which sequential projection will be carried out on PSD 

light-receiving side 51ft) if x of the optical onthe-strength center of gravity location on a light-receiving 

side, the slack with which four current outputs (each two coordinates of every) corresponding to a 

y-coordinate are obtained, and a directions person direct from the slanting front of the display screen 52 

as a PSD output - The location of images Q1-Q4 is detectable. Therefore, four current outputs are 

transformed into voltage and it is sent to a computer 53 through an A/D converter and an interface 

circuitry. 



[0086] Thus, if the positional information on PSD in a certain timing is transmitted to a computer 53, by 

the computer 53, the location of **** on a PSD light-receiving side will be calculated based on positional 

information. By performing this one by one to four light emitting devices 57 of P1P4, four image positions 

Q1-Q4 can be found, and the location 55 directed, the sense, i.e., the directions person, of an indicator 51, 

can be computed to which location shaft 51a of the PSD center coordinate 51, i.e., an indicator, 

corresponds on the display screen 52 from this image position, and by asking. 

[0087] By always performing such computation, with a display 54, if a directions person and a viewer can 

recognize a directions location in the location 55 corresponding to a calculation location by the point mark 

56 by displaying the point mark 56 and the directions location 55 moves to it, in connection with it, the 

point mark 56 will also move a computer 53 to it. 

[0088] Unlike a laser beam-type indicator etc., light is not generated from an indicator 51, either, but it is 

the same sensation as the case where move a mouse etc. exactly and the cursor on a display screen is 

moved, and a target position can be freely directed with an indicator 51 by operating an indicator 51, 

looking at the point mark 56 on the display screen 52. 

[0089] [The example of an optoelectric transducer] (drawing 3, drawing 4 ) 

Drawing 3 is drawing showing the interior of the indicator 51 which contained 2-dimensional PSD, it has 

51g of convex lenses with a diameter [ of 30mm ], and a focal distance of 30mm at the tip of the 

cylinder-like casing 58, and PSD51fp is built in the this lens 51g inside lOxlOmm secondary origin. This 

secondary origin, in the focal location of 51g of convex lenses, PSD51fp has a light-receiving side 

perpendicular to a lens optical axis, and it is arranged so that an optical axis may pass along a PSD center. 

[0090] Secondary origin, PSD51fp has an electrode each square side on a semiconductor substrate so that 

it may be well-known. The PSD output current from each electrode is applied to an operational amplifier 

59, it calculates here, and the center of gravity location of the light on PSD51fp is called for. The called-for 

data of the center of gravity location of light is digitized by A/D converter 60, and is supplied to a 

calculator through an interface circuitry 61. 

[0091] Drawing 4 is the example of an optoelectric transducer and detection of a luminescence location is 

attained by using 2 sets of PSD(s) of a single dimension. That is, 2 [ 51f ] is mutually arranged 

perpendicularly with PSD51fl of a single dimension, and it has each PSD51fl and composition which 

arranged before 2 2 [ with ag /1 or 51g / of 51g / of optical system which consists of a concave lens and a 

cylindrical lens / 51f ]. And as 51f of detecting signals of 2 was illustrated as each PSD51fl to drawing 3 , 

it sends out to a computer through an operational amplifier, A/D converter 60, and an interface circuitry 

61, and the directions location 55 on the display screen is computed from a point image position. 

[0092] In drawing 2 , if two components perpendicular to shaft 51a of an indicator 51 among the 

components of the direction vector of the light emitting device 57 by the side of the display screen 52 seen 

from the indicator 51 are made the configuration detected as two PSD51fl by 2 51f, respectively using 

PSD of such a single dimension, circuitry is simplified and it can realize cheaply compared with two 

dimension PSD which detects the center-of-gravity location of light by single PSD like drawing 3 . 

[0093] Moreover, it is realizable even if it uses a quadrisection photodetector. 

[0094] In order to detect the luminescence location by the side of the display screen 52, CCD other than 

PSD can also be used. CCD is built in an indicator 51, if it is made the configuration which detects the 

peak location of optical reinforcement, even if two or more light emitting devices 57 by the side of the 

display screen 52 are emitting light to coincidence unlike PSD, the direction of each light emitting device 



57 is detected, and the direction of 6haft 51a of an indicator 51 can be detected.' 

[0095] [The example of an indicator] ( drawing 5 ) 

Drawing 5 is the 2nd example of an indicator 51, and has one piece or two or more switch 51c in the 

casing 58 of an indicator 51 by the thought of claim 10. And the processing circuit which can send out only 

processing information or processing information to said computer 53 in addition to the directions 

direction information is built in the indicator 51 by operating this switch 51c. Therefore, while specifying 

the location on the display screen with an indicator 51, the processing to the directions location can also 

be directed and a directions person can realize various actuation only by carrying an indicator 51. 

[0096] For example, various functions can be added with the software of a system, such as directing that 

displaying O surrounding the directed location describing a locus which draws a point on a directions 

location, or displaying an arrow head and an underline etc. displays the page of a degree. 

[0097] Moreover, lighting of the light emitting device 57 by the side of the display screen 52 in drawing 2 

is also controllable by the thought of claim 11 with switch 51c of an indicator 51. For example, if a 

directions person performs location directions and he will indicate by actuation of switch 51c, power 

consumption can be reduced by constituting so that a light emitting device 57 may light up by the control 

from a computer 53. 

[0098] In addition, since there is also no necessity for location directions when the animation is displayed 

on the display screen 52, only when this is judged by the computer 53 and there is a location directions 

demand from a computer 53, the configuration in which a light emitting device 57 emits light can also 

reduce power consumption. 

[0099] Furthermore, by the thought of claim 12, a directions location with an indicator 51 and the display 

position by the point mark 56 do not correspond by one to one, but it is a directions person's intention, and 

it can choose [ the point mark 56 can also make it able to move, or ] so that it may not move with 

migration of an indicator 51. 

[0100] For example, if a directions person move6 an indicator 51 where switch 51c is pushed, the point 

mark 56 on the display screen 52 will move, but if switch 51c is released, even if an indicator 51 moves, 

the point mark 56 will be carried out to a program which does not move. Therefore, a relative-coordinate 

indicator is realizable only about the direction for which it wishes by moving the point mark 56 like a 

mouse exactly. 

[0101] Next, when it becomes depressed in the casing 58 of an indicator 51 so that the location of a 

directions person's finger may be decided uniquely, and 51b or a projection is prepared in it and a 

directions person has an indicator 51 in it, the optoelectric transducer of shaft 51a of an indicator 51 and 

the interior and the physical relationship of a directions person's palm are uniquely decided by thought of 

claim 13. 

[0102] Consequently, even if it is the case that the light emitting device 57 by the side of the display 

screen 52 is single, the physical relationship of the direction of four directions of an internal optoelectric 

transducer and a light emitting device 57 becomes fixed, and it can ask for a motion of an indicator 51 

uniquely from the directions direction information acquired from the optoelectric transducer. Thus, if the 

light emitting device by the side of the display screen 52 can be simplified, control of carrying out 

sequential luminescence of two or more light emitting devices as mentioned above will become 

unnecessary. 

[0103] An optoelectric transducers [ as shown in drawing 3 / 51g of condensing optical system and 51f of 



optoelectric transducers ] gap, or the focal distance of 51g of condensing optical system makes the 

following example strange good structure by the thought of claim 14. As mentioned above, in order to 

direct by turning an indicator 51 to the directions location of the display screen 52, when the distance of a 

directions person and the display screen 52 is near, the resolution of a directions location is good, but if far, 

resolution will worsen. Consequently, even if it moves an indicator 51 slightly, the image of the light 

emitting device 57 on 5 If of optoelectric transducers will carry out superfluous migration, or will separate 

from 51f of optoelectric transducers. 

[0104] On the other hand, if constitute 51g of condensing optical system from two or more lenses, the gap 

of each lens is adjusted for example, change of a 51f [ of optoelectric transducers ] focal distance is enabled, 

and a focal distance is shortened when the distance of a directions person and the display screen 52 is far, 

a problem on which the movement magnitude of the image of the light emitting device 57 on 51f of 

optoelectric transducers becomes small, and an image deviates from 51f of optoelectric transducers will be 

solved. Thus, the resolution which changes with the distance of a directions person and the display screen 

52 is corrected, and it is not based on the distance of the display screen 52 with a directions person, but 

resolution can be fixed by enabling change of the angular aperture of an indicator. 

[0105] [Example for noise rejection] To an indicator 51, it is possible that noise light carries out incidence 

from a display 54, a fluorescent lamp, etc. in addition to the light from the light emitting device 57 by the 

side of the display screen 52. Therefore, luminescence wavelength of a light emitting device 57 is made 

into wavelength other than the wavelength which the display 54 of drawing 2 mainly emits, the noise 

light which will be generated from display 54 grade if the wavelength filter which passes only the light 

from a light emitting device 57 is prepared at the tip of an indicator 51 is intercepted, it can prevent that 

an indicator 51 malfunctions and the precision of luminescence location detection improves. 

[0106] Moreover, a modulation can be added to the light which considered luminescence of a light 

emitting device 57 as luminescence become irregular, or was generated from the light emitting device 57, 

and the detector of an indicator 51 can also be equipped with the demodulator circuit. For example, if 

apply a modulation on the frequency which is not in the usual fluorescent lamp or the frequency 

component of lighting, a light emitting device 57 is made to emit light and performing several MHz pulse 

modulation etc. establishes the demodulator circuit in the detector of an indicator 51, the effect of the 

light from the display 54 used as noise light or the other stray lights is removable. 

[0107] [The example for cordless izing] ( drawing 6 ) 

By the way, if cordless ization is taken into consideration in order to transmit the directions direction 

information outputted from an indicator 51, the processing information acquired by switch actuation as 

mentioned above to a computer 53 from an indicator 51, it is necessary to consider as wireless 

readyfor sending ability like drawing 1 . Therefore, the configuration which was equipped with the 

transmitter for transmitting information to an indicator 51 by the electric wave, and equipped the 

computer side with the receiver is effective. 

[0108] However, by the thought of claim 8, since the indicator 51 has always turned to the display screen 

52 side in case the location on the display screen 52 is directed with an indicator 51, as shown in ikaadag 

fi , a photo detector 62 can be formed in a display screen 52 side, and it can connect with the 

aforementioned computer 53, and can also have 51d of light emitting devices which send out the light 

which includes the directions direction information, processing information, or both information in an 

indicator 51 at this photo detector 62. 



[0109] Therefore, by 51d of light emitting devices by the side of an indicator 51, if the directions direction 

information, processing information, etc. with an indicator 51 are transmitted with a lightwave signal, 

since it will be transmitted to a computer 53 from a photo detector 62, it is made cordless like the case 

where it transmits through radio by the photo detector 62 by the side of the display screen 52. Like [ in 

case the light which carries out outgoing radiation from 51d of light emitting devices performs remote 

operation of television etc. using infrared radiation ], since it is the lightwave signal which modulated 

light with the information signal and a taper is sufficient, a small power supply is sufficient and an 

indicator 51 is formed into small lightweight. 

[0110] [Example of the light emitting device by the side of the display screen] The example which drawing 

2 illustrated the configuration of the light-emitting part of a light emitting device 57 prepared in a display 

screen 52 side, and (a) drawing combined two long and slender light emitting devices, and combined (b) in 

the shape of T character in the shape of a triangle, and (c) are the examples which combined the long and 

slender light-emitting part and the punctiform light-emitting part. 

[0111] Thus, since the configuration of a light-emitting part is detected by CCD in an indicator 51 and a 

computer 53 can be judged by making the light-emitting part of a light emitting device 57 into the 

configuration which is not the symmetry of revolution, even if an indicator 51 rotates by the 

circumference of a shaft, it can ask for a motion of a directions person's hand uniquely from the directions 

direction information. 

[0112] Therefore, if it prepares only in one place, it is sufficient for the light emitting device 57 by the side 

of the display screen 52. In addition, when the configuration of a light-emitting part is circular, an effect 

with the same said of forming two light emitting devices 57 in the location which is not the symmetry of 

revolution to the center position of the display screen 52 is acquired. Three or more cases can detect the 

shaft orientations of an indicator uniquely from the same principle, if it is not on the same straight line. 

[0113] 

[The example of a three-dimensions pointing system] ( drawing 8 ) 

in the example of drawing 2 , a fight emitting device 57 is arranged in the same plane at four places - 

**** although it received and the light emitting device is arranged to four or more places in the example 

of drawing 8 , all are not arranged in the same field but it has arranged in the location where the 

locations of the depth direction differ. Consequently, since distance can be found, the exactly same point 

as a three-dimensions mouse enables it to direct the location of the depth direction by the thing of an 

indicator 51, and a light emitting device 57-1 and 57-2 - for which an indicator 51 is moved to a cross 

direction. Therefore, since a solid is also included if projection of not only a flat screen-like screen but a 

point mark is possible for the thought of this invention, a solid-like directions object shall also be included 

in the "display screen." 

[0114] [Example for raising operability] By the thought of claim 16, as shown in drawing 9 (a), 

independently [ the display screen 52 ], the transparence board 63 corresponding to the display screen 52 

is used together, and it considers as the configuration which prepared touch switch 51t pressed against 

the transparence board 63 at the tip of an indicator 51 as shown in (b). 

[0115] And it judges it to be drawing in which the migration locus of an indicator 51 instead of migration 

of a point mark remains in a computer side, if it detects by touch switch 5 It that touch switch 5 It hit the 

transparence board 63, and control is performed so that it may leave the migration locus of an indicator 

51 on the display screen 52. 



[0116] And since a directions person moves an indicator 51 where touch switch 5It of an indicator 51 is 

appropriated for the transparence board 63, unlike drawing an alphabetic character and drawing on 

space, he can draw an alphabetic character and drawing on the display screen 52 at will and precisely 

without sense of incongruity with the completely same sensation as drawing an alphabetic character and 

drawing on space etc. with a writing implement. 

[0117] In addition, if touch switch 51t is prepared at the tip of the arm 64 prolonged from the main part 

section of an indicator 51 as shown in drawing 9 (c) drawing, even if it is on the usual board 65 which does 

not let the light from a light emitting device 57 pass, an alphabetic character etc. can be written without 

sense of incongruity by pressing touch switch 51t at the tip of an arm. And the light from a light emitting 

device 57 is not interrupted with a board 65. 

[0118] In order to direct by turning an indicator 51 to the directions location of the display screen 52 in 

each example nf drawing 2 , when the display screen 52 is very large, or when directing by the nearness of 

the display screen 52, an indicator 51 must be moved greatly and the burden of directions actuation is 

large. On the contrary, when carrying out directions actuation in a location distant from the display 

screen 52, having moved a little indicator also has the defect that the delicate directions of going too far 

beyond a location [ the movement magnitude of a point mark is too large, and ] directing it etc. cannot be 

performed, on the display screen 52. 

[0119] Then, if an indicator 51 is moved in this field 66 by the thought of claim 17 to the field of the 

display screen 52 where the point mark 56 is displayed supposing the sufficiently small field 66 as shown 

in drawing 10 , it will be made a program as which the point mark 56 is displayed on the display screen 

52. 
[0120] For that purpose, it is set as the relation which reduced the field 66 which actually moves an 

indicator 51 to the display screen 52. Then, even if an indicator 51 moves slightly into the contraction 

field 66, the movement magnitude does not need to be expanded and it is not necessary to become the 

movement toward the point mark 56 in the display screen 52, and to move an indicator greatly. 

[0121] A contraction field can also be set to some display screens 52 like 66a. That is, if contraction field 

66a is set as the location nearest to the directions person of the display screen 52, since a directions 

person should just move an indicator 51 toward a part of narrow field 66a on the display screen 52, he 

does not need to move an indicator 51 greatly. Thus, when setting a contraction field to some display 

screens 52, it becomes the relation which reduced and carried out the parallel displacement of the display 

screen 52. 

[0122] Since the display screen 52 is far from a directions person's location when carrying out directions 

actuation to reverse in a location distant from the display screen 52, the display screen 52 becomes small 

and it becomes the example of illustration with the reduced relation. And if far from the display screen 52, 

since the slight movement magnitude of an indicator 51 will be expanded on the display screen 52, only by 

moving an indicator 51 slightly, on the display screen 52, it will become big movement magnitude and will 

pass through a directions location. 

[0123] Therefore, the field expanded to the display screen 52 which looks it is far from a directions person 

and small is set up near the directions person, the movement magnitude which reduced the movement 

magnitude of the indicator in an expansion field is computed by the computer, and it considers as a 

program which is displayed on the display screen 52. Consequently, since it is not necessary to direct the 

small display screen 52 top directly from a distance, the problem that the point mark 56 goes too far is 



solved. 

[0124] Drawing 11 uses two or more indicators 51-1 and 512 - about the one display screen 52, is the 

example which enabled it to direct by two or more persons, and is suitable for the teleconference etc. If the 

configuration of a point mark is changed into each indicator 51-1 and every 61-2 - because directions 

someone else 10-2 has by the thought of claim 11 to the parallel-crosses-like point mark 56-1 being 

expressed as the indicator 51-1 which the directions person 101 has at this time, there will be no 

possibility of getting confused. 

[0125] Thus, if time amount is assigned to a high speed and a periodic target from a computer side at each 

indicator 51-1 and every 51-2 -- in order to make usable two or more indicators 51-1 and 51-2 - at 

coincidence, two or more persons can perform directions actuation to coincidence, without each directions 

person being conscious of the quota time amount from a computer side. 

[0126] As an allocation method, when each indicator 51-1 and 51-2 - are connected the computer side 

with the cable, each indicator 51-1 and 51-2 - can be switched one by one by the switching circuit, and an 

effective indicator of operation can be specified from a computer. When connecting on radio, it can realize 

by changing a modulation technique and a carrier frequency into each indicator 51-1 and every 51-2 --. 

Furthermore, also when only a carrier beam indicator enables sending out of a print out of sending out 

authorization from a computer, it is each indicator 51-1 and 51-2. -- It can discriminate from a directions 

location. 

[0127] 

[The 4th example of an indicator] (13 drawing 12 , 14) 

As shown in drawing 12 and drawing 13 , an indicator 70 is the configuration of replacing with 51g of 

convex lenses which constitute some indicators 51 of drawing 2 and drawing 3 , and having the disc-like 

aperture mask 71. 

[0128] A aperture mask 71 has a hole 72 in the center. 

[0129] If the optoelectric transducer 73 corresponding to four quadrants of system of coordinates can 

detect XY coordinate of the location of the light which carries out incidence, the hole 72 of a aperture 

mask 71 is passed and light carries out incidence, the photocurrent divided into each element will be 

outputted. 

[0130] The output signal is inputted into the computer 53 in drawing 1 via the operation and the 

amplifying circuit 59, A/D converter 60, and the interface circuitry 61, a computer detects the direction 

which the indicator 70 has pointed out from the coordinate of the light by which incidence was carried out 

one by one from two or more places, and the location on the display screen is computed. 

[0131] If the light which comes out from four corners passes a hole 72 and carries out incidence to the 

optoelectric transducers 73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d corresponding to four quadrants as shown in drawing 14 , 

the signal about the coordinate information on the location as for which light carried out incidence from 

the output relation of each optoelectric transducer will be digital-signal-ized, and will be inputted into the 

computer 53 of the sequential above. 

[0132] A computer 53 computes the center of gravity 74 of the location as for which light carried out 

incidence with the signal outputted from optoelectric transducers 73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d, detects the 

direction of the line which passes along a center of gravity 74 and a hole 72, i.e., the direction which an 

indicator 70 points out, and projects the mark of a cross joint, an arrow head, etc. on the display screen. 

[0133] For example, when the center of gravity 74 of the incidence location of the light which passes a hole 



72 and carries out incidence to an optoelectric transducer one by one laps with the zero of an optoelectric 

transducer, the direction which the indicator 70 has pointed out hits the center on the display screen 52 

which is in the equal distance from the light sources 57a, 57b, 57c, and 57d of four corners, i.e., a zero. 

[0134] Moreover, the location on the display screen 52 and an optoelectric transducers [ 73a 73b, 73c, and 

73d ] output can be made to correspond from the incidence location of each light in case a center of gravity 

74 i8 located in the zero of an optoelectric transducer, and calculation of the direction of an indicator 70 to 

a directions location is attained. 

[0135] namely, a directions person - an indicator 70 - the location on the display screen 52 -- a finger - 

the bottom - the time - a center of gravity 74 - an optoelectric transducer -- when having separated from 

the zero, the location which the directions person directed can be pinpointed by computing the location on 

the display screen 52 corresponding to the coordinate of a center of gravity 74. 

[0136] In addition, if the gap of optoelectric transducers 73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d and the aperture mask 71 

arranged before that is being fixed, whenever the distance from an indicator 70 to the display screen 52 

will change, a light sources [ which make a hole 72 a zero / 57a 57b, 57c, and 57d ] aperture angle is 

changed. 
[0137] Consequently, if an indicator 70 approaches on the display screen 52, even if the light which comes 

out of the light source will carry out incidence to optoelectric transducers 73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d, if the 

direction which an indicator 70 points out changes, a part of light will separate from optoelectric 

transducers 73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d, and calculation of a center of gravity 74 will become impossible. 

[0138] Moreover, it follows on separating from the display screen 52, and the ratio of an optoelectric 

transducers [ corresponding to the display screen 52 / 73a 73b, 73c, and 73d ] output becomes small, and 

there is a problem that the precision at the time of pinpointing the location which computed and directed 

the location on the display screen 52 corresponding to the coordinate of a center of gravity 74 falls. 

[0139] It becomes possible to obtain a moderate angle by rotating a lever etc. and moving the aperture 

mask 71 by which was arranged ahead of the optoelectric transducer 73 as a means to cope with this 

problem, and bearing was carried out to casing 58 to the shaft orientations of casing 58. 

[0140] Thus, the optoelectric transducer which can detect XY coordinate of the location as for which the 

light with which it was equipped in casing carried out incidence, The periphery section arranged ahead of 

the optoelectric transducer has the aperture mask casing comes for bearing to be carried out. By the light 

by which outgoing radiation was carried out from near the display screen or the display screen passing 

the hole prepared in the aperture mask, and constituting an indicator so that incidence may be carried 

out to the optoelectric transducer which can detect XY coordinate via space It becomes possible to direct 

the specific location on the display screen clearly from the location near a computer and a display, it is 

lightweight, and the pointing system which can specify a specific location exactly can be realized, without 

interrupting a viewer's field of view. 

[0141] [The 5th example of an indicator] ( drawing 15 ) 

The indicator 80 of drawing 15 is considered as the configuration for which it was suitable when light 

source 57of 1 a of the single light source located in the location deflected from the center of the display 

screen 52, for example, the corner section of 1 of the display screen 52, was used. 

[0142] Light source 57a is the independent light source in a computer 53 (refer to drawing 1 ) (refer to 

drawing 20 ). 
[0143] The aperture mask 81 is formed in casing 82 possible [ immobilization in a desired rotation 



location] rotatable. 

[0144] The hole 83 is formed in the location from which it separated from center 81a of a aperture ma6k 

81, for example, the location near the circumference of a aperture mask 81. 

[0145] For this reason, if an indicator 80 is turned in the fixed direction, it fixes and a aperture mask 81 is 

rotated, the light which passed along the hole 83 among the light which carried out outgoing radiation 

will become possible [ changing the location which irradiates an optoelectric transducer 73 ] from light 

source 57a. 

[0146] In the location which stands for explanation, beforehand, a directions person adjusts an indicator 

80 as follows, and uses it. 

[0147] As shown in drawing 15 , an indicator 80 is turned so that shaft 80a may point out the center of the 

display screen 52 (this location is called location of criteria), a aperture mask 81 is suitably rotated in this 

condition, and the light which came out from light source 57a, and passed along the hole 83 adjusts so 

that the zero 84 of an optoelectric transducer 73 may be irradiated as a spot 85. 

[0148] When it points to the location which separated from the indicator 80 from the center of the display 

screen 52 on the basis of the condition of having turned the center of the display screen 52, by this, a spot 

85 displaces a zero 84 as a center. 

[0149] therefore, the swing angle which makes a spot 85 reach even the periphery of an optoelectric 

transducer 73 when an indicator 80 is shaken centering on the location of the above-mentioned criteria - 

which direction of vertical and horizontal - abbreviation - it becomes the same angle. 

[0150] Consequently, also when the field which can shake an indicator 80 at the bottom of the conditions 

of being the magnitude to which the optoelectric transducer 73 was restricted can be taken equally to all 

the directions centering on the center of the display screen 52 and an indicator 80 is pointed to the 

location of display screen 52 throat, the information according to this can be acquired from an indicator 

80. 

[0151] In addition, when there is a hole of a aperture mask at the center of a aperture mask, it becomes 

the location where the location of the spot when turning a photograph center separated from the indicator 

from the center of an optoelectric transducer. Consequently, when an indicator is shaken in the direction 

left from the light source, there is a possibility that the field where a spot separates immediately from an 

optoelectric transducer in, it becomes impossible to output information in, and it becomes impossible to 

display a mark depending on the magnitude of the display screen may come out. This example loses this 

un-arranging. 

[0152] Moreover, the indicator 80 of this example applies and is effective in the system of drawing 20 and 

drawing 36. 

[0153] [The 6th example of an indicator] ( drawing 16 , 17) 

The indicator 90 of drawing 16 is the configuration of having a aperture mask 92 at the tip of casing 91, 

and having an optoelectric transducer 93 inside casing 91. 

[0154] Two slits 94a and 94b are formed in the cross-joint configuration so that it may combine with 

drawing 17 and may be shown, and a aperture mask 92 and the center line may cross at right angles 

mostly. 

[0155] An optoelectric transducer 93 consists of two straight line-like optoelectric transducers 95a and 

95b optoelectric transducers and a center cross at right angles. Straight line-like bptoelectric-transducer 

95a of 1 lies at right angles to slit 94b, and another straight line-like optoelectric-transducer 95b lies at 



right angles to slit 94a. 

[0156] Straight line-like optoelectrictransducer 95a of 1 detects the ^coordinate of the incidence location 

of light, and another straight line-like optoelectric transducer 95b detects the y-coordinate of the 

incidence location of light. 

[0157] [The 7th example of an indicator] ( drawing IQ , 19) 

The indicator 100 of drawing 18 is the configuration of having a aperture mask 102 at the tip of casing 

101, and having an optoelectric transducer 103 inside casing 101. 

[0158] It has formed in the abbreviation configuration for L characters so that it may combine with 

drawing 19 and may be shown, and two slits 104a and 104b may intersect [ the production of each center 

line ] perpendicularly mostly at a aperture mask 102. 

[0159] An optoelectric transducer 103 consists of another straight line-like optoelectric-transducer 105b 

which lies at right angles to straight line-like optoelectric transducer 105a of 1 which lies at right angles 

to slit 104b, and slit 104a. 

[0160] The straight line like optoelectric transducers 105a and 105b are making abbreviation inverse 

L-shaped. 

[0161] Straight line-like optoelectric transducer 105b of 1 detects the x-coordinate of the incidence 

location of light, and detection and another straight line-like optoelectric-transducer 105a detect a 

y-coordinate. 

[0162] [The 6th example of an optical pointing system] (21 drawing 2Q , 22) 

Drawing 20 shows the optical pointing system 110 of the 6th example of this invention. 

[0163] The same sign is given to the component shown in drawing X , and a corresponding portion among 

this drawing. 

[0164] 111 is light equipment as a reference source, and is prepared in the corner section 112 at the lower 

left of the display screen 52. 

[0165] Light equipment 111 consists of a wrap filter 116 the front face of the incandescent lamp 115 as the 

light source within the main part 114 with which the power supply 113 is incorporated, and a main part 

114, and an incandescent lamp 115, as shown in drawing 2\ . 

[0166] A filter 116 absorbs the light and has the property of making infrared radiation penetrating. 

Thereby, light equipment 111 is not conspicuous. 

[0167] The light source 111 is the light source which is not controlled by the computer 53, i.e., the light 

source with an independent computer 53. 

[0168] For this reason, as shown in drawing 1, it is not necessary to connect a computer 53 and the light 

source 111 in code etc. and, a means by which an indicator 120 also defines the timing of light-receiving 

etc. can be made unnecessary compared with the system 50 which controls the light source 57 by the 

computer 53, and the system 110 is easy compared with the system 50 of drawing 1. 

[0169] The incandescent lamp 115 is always turned on and infrared light 117 is emitted from the light 

source 111. 

[0170] Light equipment 111 has predetermined watt and emits the quantity of light of about 10 times or 

more of the quantity of light in the workspace 118 where the directions person 10 works. It is for 

suppressing the effect of the noise by disturbance light low relative enough to an original signal. 

[0171] Drawing 22 shows the indicator 120 which the directions person 10 uses among drawing gQ . 

[0172] An indicator 120 has the aperture mask 122 which has the cross-joint-like slit 121, and the 



straight line-like optoelectric transducer 123,124 allotted in the shape of a cross joint as well as the 

indicator 90 of drawing 16 . 

[0173] If the directions person 10 turns an indicator 120 to the display screen 52, the light from light 

equipment 111 will enter in an indicator 120 through a slit 121, the cross-joint like pattern 125 will be 

formed in the part of an optoelectric transducer 123,124, and each optoelectric transducer 123,124 will 

output current. 

[0174] The output current from an element 123 i6 changed into voltage by the I/V conversion circuit 126-1, 

is amplified in an amplifying circuit 127-1, and is applied to an analog switch 128. 

[0175] The output voltage from an element 124 is changed into voltage by the I/V conversion circuit 126-2, 

is amplified in an amplifying circuit 127-2, and is applied to an analog switch 128. 

[0176] The voltage signal of the two above-mentioned channels is switched by the transfer-in-channel 

signal from MPU (microprocessor unit)130, is applied to A/D converter 129 one by one, is changed into a 

digital signal, and is supplied to MPU 130. 

[0177] MPU130 computes the degree of change of the angle theta which the shaft 131 of an indicator 120 

stretches to the line 132 which ties an indicator 120 and light equipment 111 to the 1st. 

[0178] The output of MPU130 is sent to a computer 53 through an interface circuitry 132, a computer 53 

calculates it, and mark 56A on display screen 52A is moved. Thereby, the mark 56 on the display screen 

52 currently displayed with the display 54 also corresponds, and is moved. A mark 56 is displayed on the 

location of the direction which the shaft 131 of an indicator 120 points out exactly. 

[0179] MPU130 outputs a control signal to D/A converter 134 the 2nd. 

[0180] D/A converter 134 adds an amplification factor control signal to an amplifying circuit 127-1,127-2. 

[0181] Change of the quantity of light which carries out incidence by this to the indicator 120 by change of 

the distance from the light equipment 111 of an indicator 120 (if an indicator 120 separates from light 

equipment 111, the light income of an indicator 120) And it decreases in inverse proportion to the square 

of the distance of an indicator and light equipment, corresponding to change of the quantity of light of 

workspace 118, the amplification factor of amplifier 127-1,127-2 is controlled, and even if it is the case 

where light income changes, amplifier 127-1,127-2 outputs the voltage of predetermined level. 

[0182] Therefore, even if the light income of an indicator 120 falls, a mark 56 is displayed normally. 

[0183] [The 1st modification of light equipment] ( drawing 23 ) 

In drawing 20 . the range which the directions person 10 has an indicator 120 in a hand, operates it, and 

is moved is limited by the height direction top. 

[0184] This modification and the following modifications are based on the above-mentioned thing. 

[0185] As shown in drawing 23 , light equipment 140 is a configuration which consists of indirectional 

LED 141 and a cylindrical convex lens 142 arranged by the sense level just before this. 

[0186] From the focus 143 of the cylindrical convex lens 142, LED141 is deflected a little and allotted to 

the lens 142 side. 

[0187] Thereby, from light equipment 140, if light sees perpendicularly, 5-10 degrees will stop the flare 

angle alpha, and if it sees horizontally, the flare angle beta will spread greatly with about 90 degrees, and 

will be emitted. 

[0188] Therefore, light equipment 140 is limited to the field from which an indicator 120 is moved, light is 

, effectively used compared with the case where light is emitted to an omnidirection since it is the 

configuration of emitting light, and the power density of the light which carries out incidence to an 



indicator 120 becomes high about 10 times. 

[0189] Consequently, an indicator 120 outputs the high signal of a S/N ratio, and the mark on the display 

screen is moved to stability. 

[0190] [The 2nd modification of light equipment! ( drawing 24 (A), (B)) 

Drawing 24 (A) and (B) show the light equipment 150 which used what has high directivity as the light 

source. 

[0191] LED151 with a lens is equipped with the lens 152, and has high directivity. 

[0192] Light equipment 150 is the configuration of having formed the cylindrical concave lens 153 in the 

before [ LED151 with a lens ] side perpendicularly. 

[0193] With the cylindrical concave lens 153, light can be horizontally extended, as the sign 154 in 

drawing 24 (A) shows. 

[0194] [The 3rd modification of light equipment] ( drawing 25 (A), (B)) 

The light equipment 160 of drawing 25 (A) and (B) is a configuration which consists of cylinder-like 

lieberkuhn 162 in which the light from LED161 and LED161 of the indirectivity which turned the display 

screen 52 in drawing 20 , and was allotted is reflected so that a flare may be restricted perpendicularly 

and it may spread widely horizontally. 

[0195] [The 7th example of an optical pointing system] ( drawing 26 ) 

The optical pointing system 170 of drawing 26 is the configuration of forming the infrared light spot 171 

in the corner section 112 of the display screen 52, and using this infrared light spot 171 as the light source. 

[0196] The infrared light spot 171 is formed by projecting the infrared light from the source 173 of 

infrared light established in a part of OHP172 by OHP172. 

[0197] [The 8th example of an optical pointing system] ( drawing 27 ) 

The optical pointing system 180 of drawing 27 is the configuration of forming the infrared light spot 181 

in the center of the display screen 52, and using this infrared light spot 181 as the light source. 

[0198] The infrared light spot 181 is formed of projection by the source 182 of infrared light which 

compares with OHP172 and has been arranged. 

[0199] Since the location of the light source is located in the center of the display screen 52, the sense of 

an indicator and the location of a mark can be brought more close. 

[0200] [The 9th example of an optical pointing system] ( drawing 28 ) 

The optical pointing system 190 of drawing 28 is the configuration of using display screen 52 the very 

thing as the light source. 

[0201] Projection which used OHP172 is performed in the gloomy room. 

[0202] For this reason, the reflected light from the display screen 52 is fully strong compared with the 

light of workspace. Therefore, display screen 52 the very thing is available as a reference source. 

[0203] [The 10th example of an optical pointing system] ( drawing 29 , 30) 

Drawing 1 explained previously, drawing 2 , drawing 20 , drawing 26 , drawing 27 , and the optical 

pointing system of drawing 28 are the configurations of having established the light source in the 

direction of the display screen. 

[0204] The 10th, 11th, and 12th example explained below is the configuration of having established the 

light source in £he direction in which the directions of a screen differ. 

[0205] The optical pointing system 190 of drawing 29 is a configuration which uses the light source 191 

allotted to the ceiling 192 as a reference source, and uses the special indicator 193. 



[0206] An indicator 193 is a pietol mold, is formed in the crowning of the casing 195 which has a grip 194, 

and casing 195 rotatable, and is a configuration which consists of a reflecting mirror 200 prepared in a 

aperture mask 197, the optoelectric transducer 198 prepared in one, and the upper surface of a aperture 

mask 197 possible [ modification of a tilt angle ] centering on the shaft 199 at the aperture mask [ which 

has a hole 196 in the center ] 197, and aperture mask 197 bottom. 

[0207] In the location which explains, the directions person 10 has an indicator 193 and turns the mark 

201 in the center of the display screen 52. A aperture mask 197 is suitably rotated in the arrow head 202 

direction in this condition. Moreover, move a reflecting mirror 200 in the direction of an arrow head 203 

suitably, the light 204 from the light source 191 of a ceiling 192 is reflected with a reflecting mirror 200, 

and it is bent. It adjusts so that the center of an optoelectric transducer 198 may be irradiated through a 

hole 196, and a aperture mask 197 and a reflecting mirror 200 are fixed to the condition. 

[0208] An indicator 193 is used in the condition of having been adjusted as mentioned above, and a mark 

56 is displayed on the part to which the mark 201 of the display screen 52 top indicator 193 was turned as 

well as the aforementioned case. 

[0209] [The 11th example of an optical pointing system] ( drawing 31) 

The optical pointing system 210 of drawing 32 is the configuration which used the light source 212 placed 

on the floor 211 as a reference source, and used the above-mentioned indicator 193. 

[0210] As well as the above, a aperture mask 197 and a reflecting mirror 200 are used for an indicator 193, 

after adjusting suitably 60 that the light 213 from the light source 212 may be led to an optoelectric 

transducer. 

[0211] [The 12th example of an optical pointing system] ( drawing 32 ) 

The optical pointing system 220 of drawing 31 is a configuration in which uses the light source 221 

attached to the portion of the waist as a reference source, and the directions person 10 uses the special 

indicator 222. 

[0212] An indicator 222 has a aperture mask 223 and an optoelectric transducer 224 in the opposite side 

by the side of the display screen 52, receives the light from the light source 221 to it, and outputs the 

information on the sense on the basis of the light source 221 of indicator 222 the very thing to it. 

[0213] 

[The 9th example of an indicator] (34 drawing 33 , 35) 

The indicator 230 of drawing 33 can be used for the indicator 120 currently used in drawing 2Q , drawing 

26 , drawing 27 , and the optical pointing system of drawing 28, replacing it with. 

[0214] An indicator 230 has the infrared transparency (light cut) filter 232, aperture 233, and an 

optoelectric transducer 234 in the front-face side of casing 231. 

[0215] in casing 231, as shown in drawing 34 , current / voltage conversion circuit 235, the arithmetic 

circuit 236 that boils the direction of an indicator 230 every moment, and carries out computation based 

on the output from a circuit 235, the AID-conversion circuit 237, MPU238, and an interface circuitry 239 

are incorporated. 

[0216] Moreover, point mark migration / fixed ******** 245 is formed in the upper surface side of casing 

231. 

[0217] MPU238 operates, as shown in drawing 35 . 

[0218] First, change ****** detection is performed (STl). 

[0219] When it switches and ** 245 is pushed, MPU238 incorporates the data of the A/D-conversion 



circuit 237, performs location change detection processing and data processing, and makes data transmit 

to a computer 53 through an interface circuitry 239 (ST2, ST3, ST4, ST5). 

[0220] Thereby, a computer 53 displays mark 56A among drawing 2Q , and a mark 56 is displayed on the 

location which an indicator 230 points out on the display screen 52. 

[0221] When it switches and ** 245 is detached, three or less ST actuation is no longer performed, and the 

mark 56 on the display screen 52 is fixed. 

[0222] Thereby, a directions person can lose unarranging [ for which it is released from the effort which 

holds an indicator 230 in the condition of having turned the fixed location, and the location of a mark 56 is 

unsteady]. 

[0223] Moreover, a directions person can give a processing instruction to stability, without carrying out a 

fear of the location of a mark 56 moving, also when issuing the instruction which performs processing 

corresponding to the location of a mark. 

[0224] 

[The 10th example of an indicator] (37 drawing 36 , 38) 

The same sign is given to drawing 33 , the component shown in 34 and 35, and the portion which 

corresponds on parenchyma among drawing 36 , drawing 37 , and drawing 38 . 

[0225] As for the indicator 250 of drawing 36 , a cross section has the casing 251 of the shape of a 

rectangular pillar-shaped bodily shape. 

[0226] Point mark migration / fixed ******** 245 is formed in the inferior surface of tongue 252 of casing 

251. 
[0227] Four cursor location ****** 254-257 and ************ 258, and ************ 259 are formed in the 

upper surface 253 of casing 251. 

[0228] Mark ********** 254,255,256,257 is ** which emits the instruction for which cursor is moved to 

the specific location of upper part approach, the specific location of the method approach of the right, the 

specific location of lower part approach, and the specific location of left approach among the display 

screens 52. This instruction is an instruction unrelated to the location of a mark just before emitting this 

instruction. 

[0229] Click ** 258,259 is ** which emits the processing instruction corresponding to the location of the 

mark when pushing ** to a computer 53. This instruction is an instruction of a proper in the location of a 

mark. 

[0230] MPU238 operates, as shown in drawing 38 . 

[0231] 

First, mouse tab-control-specification ****** detection is performed (ST10). 

When cursor location ****** 254 (255-257) is pushed, MPU238 transmits the data corresponding to ** 

which transmits the data which resets a cursor location, then is pushed (ST10, STll, ST13). 

[0232] thereby " the display screen - cursor is moved and displayed on the specified location 52 (52A) top. 

[0233] 

Subsequently, click ****** detection is performed (ST14). 

When click ** 258,259 is pushed, MPU238 creates ******** data (ST16). 

[0234] Subsequently, if change ****** detection is shown in drawing 35 , it will be performed similarly 

(ST1-ST5). 

[0235] When ** 254-257 is not pushed, click ****** detection is performed (ST14). 



When neither ** 254-257 nor ** 258,259 is pushed, change ****** detection is performed (STl). 

[0236] Also when an indicator 250 sways by the hand deflection by switching and detaching ** 245 

suitably according to the indicator 250 of the above-mentioned configuration, various actuation can be 

performed by actuation which a mark 56 is fixable and also is described below. 

[0237] The directions person 10 ** of a request of ** 254-257 push and by subsequently pushing ** 258 or 

259 a mark 56 ■- the display screen -- the specific processing instruction which is unrelated to the location 

of a mark 56 even if 52 top is located in which location -.- For example, the pattern and arrow head 

surrounding the directed location, and underline describing a locus describing a graphic form are 

displayed, or a specific sound is taken out to a directions location, or degree page (before page) is 

displayed on it. It returns to an initial screen. The instruction of ending processing can be sent to a 

computer 53. 

[0238] Therefore, in addition to the function which displays a mark 56 on the location of a request on the 

display screen 52, the indicator 250 of this example emits various instructions to a computer 53, and has 

the function to input the information on a computer. 

[0239] Moreover, a push on ** 254-259 generates a specific code signal. A computer 53 decodes and 

recognizes the code signal. 

[0240] Moreover, since ** 245 is located in the part which requires ******** and is chiefly operated by 

******** when a directions person has an indicator 250, the operation mistake of ** 245 cannot break out 

easily. 

[0241] Moreover, since it is pushed while the directions person 10 is allotted to the upper surface which 

can be seen and checked by the eye, and ** 254-259 is seen by the eye and checks a location, an operation 

mistake cannot break out easily. 

[0242] In addition, an indicator can also be carried out to the configuration which omitted cursor location 

****** 254-257, i.e., the configuration which switched and formed ** 245 and click ** 258,259, among 

drawing 36 . 

[0243] [The 11th example of an indicator] ( drawing 39 , 40, 41, 42) 

The same sign is given to the component shown in drawing 36 , drawing 37 , and drawing 38 , and a 

corresponding portion among drawing 39 , drawing 40 , drawing 41, and drawing 42 . 

[0244] An indicator 270 is the configuration of having current / voltage conversion circuit 272, and the 

A/D conversion circuit 273, as it has an optoelectric transducer 271 in the part of side approach before a 

finger does not start, when it grasps among the upper surfaces 253 of the indicator 270 shown in drawing 

36 , and shown in drawing 40 in relation to an optoelectric transducer 271. 

[0245] MPU238 operates, as shown in drawing 41 and drawing 42 . 

[0246] Actuation of MPU238 is the same as the actuation which it has steps ST20 ST23 among steps ST2 

and ST3, and also is shown in drawing 38 among drawing 43 . 

[0247] An indicator 270 is operated like the indicator 250 of drawing 36 . 

[0248] For example, among drawing 20, the light source 111 emits light by fixed strength, as Line I shows 

to drawing 43 (A). 

[0249] An optoelectric transducer 271 receives light (disturbance light) from the fluorescent lamp 274 of 

the ceiling of ** which is performing a screen display. 

[0250] Apart of light from a fluorescent lamp 274 also receives an optoelectric transducer 234 besides the 

light from the light source 111. 



[0251] Among drawing 42 , when the decision result of a step ST 2 is YES, the output of the 

A/D-conversion circuit 273 is incorporated (when it is going to move a mark 56 according to the sense of 

an indicator 270) (ST20), data processing of the level of disturbance light is detected and carried out 

(ST21), and it judges whether the level of disturbance light exceeded the predetermined level a (ST22). 

[0252] predetermined-time deltat When the decision result of a step ST 22 is YES, wait (ST23). 

[0253] Then, a step ST 3 is performed. 

[0254] Here, as the strength of the light (disturbance light) which a fluorescent lamp 274 emits is shown 

in drawing 43 OB), it changes in pulse, and time amount deltat taken for the strength of this light 

(disturbance light) to return from the time of exceeding the above-mentioned level a to level a exceeding a 

peak can be measured, and it can ask for it. Predetermined time deltat of the above-mentioned step ST 23 

is set to time amount deltat for which the above measured and it asked. 

[0255] In addition, the above-mentioned level a is made into the permissible noise level. 

[0256] For this reason, actuation of a step ST 3 is performed as shown in drawing 43 (C) thru/or (F). 

[0257] That is, from the A/D-conversion circuit 237, the digital signal 276 shown in drawing 43 (O is 

outputted continuously. The inside of time amount drawing 4Q to which the fluorescent lamp is emitting 

light among digital signals 276, and the current / voltage conversion circuit 236 are the digital signal Dl 

which is outputting the wave-like voltage signal shown in drawing 43 (C), and shows the A/D-conversion 

circuit 237 to drawing 43 (D), and D2. It is outputting. 

[0258] Digital signal D2 Although the noise is included, it is a digital signal Dl. The noise is not included. 

[0259] Then, actuation of the above -mentioned step ST 3 is needed. 

[0260] Of actuation of a step ST 3, the incorporation inhibiting signal e shown in drawing 43 (E) is formed 

within MPU238. Incorporation is controlled by this signal e and performed only in the period except 

incorporation being forbidden. 

[0261] Thereby, as shown in MPU238 at drawing 43 (F), it is a digital signal D2. It removes and is a 

digital signal Dl. It is incorporated. 

[0262] Consequently, from an indicator 270, the mark positional information which was able to stop the 

noise low is outputted, and a mark is normally displayed on the display screen. 

[0263] 

[The 12th example of an indicator] ( drawing 44 thru/or drawing 47 ) 

An indicator 280 detects disturbance light among drawing 46 using the output from an optoelectric 

transducer 234 by actuation of steps ST21, ST22, ST23, and ST3, and considers it as the configuration 

which removes the effect by disturbance light. 

[0264] There are not drawing 46 and a flow chart of 20 steps ST of 47, and also they are the same as the 

above. 
[0265] Since the optoelectric transducer of the dedication which detects disturbance light is unnecessary 

according to this example, an indicator 280 becomes that much easy. 

[0266] In addition, the indicators 51, 20, 90, 100, and 120,222,230,250 of the 4th thru/or the 12th example 

are applicable also to the system by which the light source is controlled by the computer 53, and emits 

light. 

[0267] 
[Effect of the Invention] According to invention of claim 1, from the output signal of 51f of optoelectric 

transducers which received the light of the light emitting device 57 by the side of the display screen 52 



Since it has the computer 53 which the direction of shaft 51a of an indicator 51 is computed [ computer ], 

and displays the point mark 56 on the location 55 corresponding to the shaft orientations, Can perform 

directions actuation even from the location distant from the display screen 52, and power consumption is 

small and cordlessizing excelled in portability by the small light weight is possible for an indicator 51. An 

optical pointing system can be built only by preparing a light emitting device the existing indicating 

equipment and near a screen. 

[0268] Two or more light emitting devices 57 which were arranged in the display screen 52 side according 

to claim 2 - Since it is controlled so that luminescence switches one by one, the direction of shaft 51a of an 

indicator 51 is precisely computable using PSD. 

[0269] According to invention of claim 3, if the light source is separated from a computer and established, 

it is sufficient, and the whole configuration can be simplified compared with the case where luminescence 

of the light source is controlled by the computer. 

[0270] According to invention of claim 4, since the quantity of light of the light source is fully size 

compared with the quantity of light of disturbance light, the noise component contained in an original 

signal can be stopped small enough, and an indicator can fully output the signal of high quality and can 

move a mark to stability. 

[0271] According to invention of claim 5, the light source can be made [ which is not conspicuous ] simple. 

[0272] According to invention of claim 6, compared with the case where it is indirectivity, the light income 

of an indicator can increase, the part and the signal to which a mark is moved can be made into the thing 

of high quality, and a mark can be moved to stability. 

[0273] According to invention of claim 7, the perimeter of the display screen can be constituted simply. 

[0274] According to invention of claim 8, it can be constituted, using the light equipment of dedication as 

unnecessary. 

[0275] According to invention of claim 9, even if the distance from the display screen when a directions 

person stands differs, an indicator can output the signal of fixed quality. 

[0276] According to claim 10, according to claim 11, various kinds of contents of processing can be directed 

to the directions location 55, and the light emitting device 57 by the side of the display screen 52 is made 

to emit light by switch actuation of an indicator 51 etc. only when required, and power consumption can 

be reduced by actuation of switch 51c of an indicator 51. 

[0277] Like claim 12, it chooses so that the point mark 56 may not move or it may not move with 

migration of an indicator 51. When usage like a mouse can also do an indicator 51 and especially a 

command is inputted The effect of a hand deflection can be lost, still like claim 13, only by having an 

indicator 51 in a hand, the light emitting device by the side of the display screen 52 is simplified, and cost 

reduction can be realized by a point mark not moving by considering as the configuration it is decided 

uniquely that the direction of an indicator 51 will be. 

[0278] If the focal distance of physical relationship with 51g of condensing optical system in an indicator 

51 and optoelectrictransducer 51ft) or 51g of condensing optical system is changed and the optimal focal 

distance according to the distance of an indicator 51 and the display screen 52 is chosen like claim 14, the 

always optimal resolution is maintainable. 

[0279] Since according to claim 15 it transmits to the photo detector by the side of the display screen 52 

with a feeble light and the information on the direction of shaft 51a of an indicator 51 etc. can be 

transmitted to a computer 53,-izing can be carried out [ cordless ] easily andizing also of the indicator 51 



can be carried out [ small lightweight ]. 

[0280] Near the indicator 51, as the display screen of imagination, transparence or an opaque touch board 

can be arranged and, according to claim 16, drawing, an alphabetic character, etc. can be drawn without 

sense of incongruity on the display screen 52 by drawing loci, such as drawing, on this touch board by 

touch switch 51t of an indicator 51. 

[0281] The movement magnitude of the point mark 56 in the display screen 52 to the movement 

magnitude of an indicator 51 becomes the optimal by matching the display screen 52 where the field 

which carries out migration actuation of the indicator 51, and the point mark 56 are displayed like claim 

17 by the relation between expansion / contraction or expansion/contraction, and a parallel displacement, 

and operability with an indicator 51 improves. 

[0282] It seems that according to claim 18 it does not get confused even if it displays two or more point 

marks on them, since the configurations of the point mark on the display screen 52 differ in every each 

indicator 51a and 51b- when using two or more indicator 51a and 51b- to the one display screen 52. 

[0283] According to claim 19, since the aperture mask is used, actuation which carries out a focus like [ at 

the time of using a lens ] can be made unnecessary, and the operability of the part pointing can be raised. 

[0284] According to invention of claim 20, the field which becomes able [ an indicator ] to direct when 

allotted to the part around the single display screen can be taken to homogeneity in all the directions 

about the center of the display screen. 

[0285] According to invention of claim 21, compared with a field like optoelectric transducer, a good signal 

without a cross talk component can be outputted. 

[0286] According to invention of claim 22, an optical pointing system can be completed with the 

configuration which allotted the light source to the part from which it separated from the direction of the 

display screen. 
[0287] According to invention of claim .23, an indicator can be used as a command input unit besides a 

pointer. 
[0288] According to invention of claim 24, an indicator can be used as a command input unit besides a 

pointer. 
[0289] According to invention of claim 25, an operation mistake can be prevented effectively. 

[0290] According to invention of claim 26, the signal which is not influenced by disturbance fight can be 

outputted and a mark can be moved to stability by this. 

[Translation done.] 



* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 

damages caused by the use of this translation. 

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

[Drawing ll It is the perspective diagram showing the whole picture of the optical pointing system by this 

invention. 

[Drawing 2l It is the perspective diagram showing the 1st example of the optical pointing system by this 

invention. 

[Drawing 31 It is drawing showing the interior of the indicator which contained 2-dimensional PSD. 

drawing 41 It is the perspective diagram showing 2 sets of examples of the optoelectric transducer using 

a single dimension PSD. 

fDrawing 5l It is the perspective diagram showing the 2nd example of an indicator. 

[Drawing 61 It is the perspective diagram which illustrates the system (the 2nd example of an optical 

pointing system) which transmits the directions direction information from an indicator etc. by light. 

[Drawing 71 It is drawing which illustrated the configuration of the Ught emitting part of a light emitting 

device prepared in a display screen side. 

[Drawing 8l It is the perspective diagram showing the example of a three-dimensions pointing system 

(the 3rd example of an optical pointing system). 

[Prawing 91 It is the perspective diagram which illustrates the system (the 3rd example of an indicator) 

which writes an alphabetic character etc. on the display screen by the touch board and the touch switch. 

[Drawing 101 It is the perspective diagram which illustrates expansion/contraction of the display screen, 

and the system (the 4th example of an optical pointing system) which carries out directions actuation 

using the field of a parallel displacement. 

[Drawing 111 It is the perspective diagram which illustrates the system (the 5th example of an optical 

pointing system) which carries out directions actuation by two or more persons. 

[Drawing 121 It is drawing showing the 4th example of an indicator, 

[Drawing 131 It is drawing showing the example of a configuration of the indicator of drawing 12 in 

details. 

[Drawing 14llt is principle of-operation drawing of the pointing when using the indicator of drawing 12 . 

[Drawing 151 It is drawing showing the .5th example of an indicator. 

[Drawing 161 It is drawing showing the 6th example of an indicator. 

[Drawing 171 It is drawing showing the important section of the indicator of drawing 16 roughly. 

[Drawing 181 It is drawing showing the 7th example of an indicator. 

[Drawing 191 It is drawing showing the important section of the indicator 100 of drawing 18 roughly. 



[Drawing 201 It is drawing showing the 6th example of the optical pointing system of this invention. 

[Drawing 2ll It is drawing showing the light source in drawing 2Q . 

[Drawing 22l It is drawing showing the structure of the indicator in drawing 2Q . 

[Drawing 23l It is drawing showing the 1st modification of light equipment. 

[Drawing 24l It is drawing showing the 2nd modification of light equipment. 

[Drawing 25l It is drawing showing the 3rd modification of light equipment. 

[Drawing 261 It is drawing showing the 7th example of the optical pointing system of this invention. 

fPrawing 27l It is drawing showing the 8th example of the optical pointing system of this invention. 

[Drawing 281 It is drawing showing the 9th example of the optical pointing system of this invention. 

[Drawing 29l It is drawing showing the 10th example of the optical pointing system of this invention. 

[Drawing 301 It is drawing showing the indicator in drawing 29 (the 8th example of an indicator). 

[Drawing 3ll It is drawing showing the 11th example of an optical pointing system. 

drawing 321 It is drawing showing the 12th example of an optical pointing system. 

[Drawing 331 It is drawing showing the 9th example of an indicator. 

[Drawing 341 It is drawing showing the circuitry inside the indicator of drawing 33 . 

[Drawing 351 It is the flow chart of actuation of MPU238 among drawing 34 . 

[Drawing 361 It is drawing showing the 10th example of an indicator. 

[Drawing 371 It is drawing showing the circuitry inside the indicator of drawing 36 . 

[Drawing 381 It is the flow chart of actuation of MPU238 in drawing 37 . 

[Drawing 391 It is drawing showing the 11th example of an indicator. 

[Drawing 401 It is drawing showing the circuitry inside the indicator of drawing 39 . 

fPrawing 4l1 It is the flow chart of actuation of MPU238 in drawing 39 . 

[Drawing 421 It is a flow chart following drawing 41 . 

[Prawing 431 It is drawing for explaining actuation of the indicator of drawing 39 . 

fPrawing 441 It is drawing showing the 12th example of an indicator. 

[Prawing 451 It is drawing showing the circuitry inside the indicator of drawing 44 . 

*   [Prawing 46l It is the flow chart of actuation of MPU238 in drawing 45 . 

fPrawing 47l It is a flow chart following drawing 46 . 

fPrawing 48l It is drawing showing the example of 1 of the conventional optical pointing system. 

fPrawing 491 It i6 drawing showing another example of the conventional optical pointing system. 

fPrawing 50l It is drawing showing still more nearly another example of the conventional optical pointing 

system. 

[Description of Notations] 

10 Directions Person 

50, 110, 170, 180,190,210,220 Optical pointing system 

51, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 193,222,230,250 indicators 

51a, 131,199 Shaft 

51b Hollow 

51c Switch 

52 Display Screen 

53 Computer 

54 Display 



55, 55A, 133 Location 

56 56A Point mark 

57 Light Emitting Device 

58, 82, 91,101,195,231,251 Casing 

59 Operational Amplifier 

60 A/D Converter 

61,132,239 Interface circuitry 

62 Photo Detector 

63 Transparence Board 

64 Arm 

65 Opaque Board 

66 Contraction Field 

71, 81, 92,102,197,223,237 Aperture mask 

72 83,196 Hole 

73, 73a-73d, 93, 103, 198,224,234,271 Optoelectric transducer 

74 Center of Gravity 

94a, 94b 104a, 104b Slit 

95a, 95b, 105a, 105b, 123,124 Straight line-like optoelectric transducer 

111,140,150,160 Light equipment 

112 Corner Section 

113 Power Supply 

114 Main Part 

115 Incandescent Lamp 

116 Filter 

117 Infrared Light 

118 Workspace 

121 Cross-Joint-like Slit 

125 Cross-Joint-like Pattern 

126- 1,126-21/V conversion circuit 

127- 1,127-2 Amplifying circuit 

128 Analog Switch 

129 AID Converter 

130 MPU 

134 D/A Converter 

141,161 Indirectional LED 

142 Cylindrical Convex Lens 

143 Focus 

151 LED with Lens 

152 Lens 

153 Cylindrical Concave Lens 

154,204,213 Light 

162 Cylinder-like Lieberkuhn 



171,181 Infrared light spot 

191,212,221 Light source 

192 Ceiling 

194 Grip 

200 Reflecting Mirror 

201 Mark 

202,203 Arrowhead 

211 Floor 

225 Light 

232 Infrared Transparency (Light Cut) Filter 

235.272 Current / voltage conversion circuit 

236 Arithmetic Circuit 

237.273 A/D-conversion circuit 

238 MPU 

245 Point Mark Migration / Fixed ******** 

252 Inferior Surface of Tongue 

253 Upper Surface 

254-257 Cursor location ****** 

258,259 Click ** 

274 Fluorescent Lamp of Ceiling 

[Translation done.] 
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2 2*^i^ttfe»I^^T, Blibn-^s, h 2 

2 a*fg LTV>5:^9 V      2 3 (D&Tfm 2 3 a _t<E>&g 
PSrH-^b-C, ^*bSr*-y/HWWIi||8 2 7fcHWrt- 
5.        y/Vf&I$J08&2 7iC«to-C> *^®2 3al 

3 5dS#t&$tl5c 
[0 0 16] 
[389^fl?ifcLJ:5 t-TS^S] L^L^*S6>, ®tf>«fc 

6 

[0 0 17] ®-*?®<D£.       ta^l oa*** y-v 
3^7±©{4asrx Ji^2. 9-e^n-y^TAt 
te, »*# i o ^$/fSiiiio£gfd^iHi r. i «-(•* 

t^t. Jg^2, 9$rfi^s«®s^*-eia 

So 
[0 0 18] L*>t>v        y— V(0^ffi(C^fcoT^ 

IB ij*S-*»ii*#I0^^!l-y±©$^ffi5; 
t lift 5 „ «K#fc k o T#^tC JllC < V * t CD k 5^ 

[0019] ©O J: 5     fcttfcaft**-1 SrM 

[0 0 2 0] *>9 4Sr^.^ y — V^W^iSffi 
3C0jEffi»^fib7t*&^, S?f;®E3 t^^v4f^\Z 

4 smiffiflSic^tt ufc^a-tt, * y 9 4 taai-*KJt 

[0 0 2 1] ^E«w«^3|7fv?^-r-ys 

7Srffl^5iy-^xAT-tt, ^B^^C#t) i:^ •?, Ld><b 
30 ^o^S7?^^^-yi7±©teB<0^b^^Siix^v^ 

[0 0 2 2 ] ©cOv^XxAtCtiVTfix LED25iS:-7 
W ^ o n yifa^ 2 6 iz£oXfflfflVX&yt£lkX<<^ 

[0023] ^enoftUfMfuitt. z<ox 5Jtrasfc 

40   ^«c«^Srfflt^rt<D-C#5^#^^ yf^ 

[0 0 2 4] 
[^S^<S^i-5fc*^¥ia:] Hlll4*l6PJt-J:5^ 

5*:^ yf-fy^fi 5 0 oik^Sr^-r^Elt?fc 
So 0*roJ:5^, *^7©aiBSr^i-5^*5 1, 
«^®S 5 2, fHWB 5 3 RV$t*%im S4*m b-C*5 

Ji^#i oa>m^5 n=j:o**BiB5 2±<Di<L 
e 5 5 srt&^i-s t. nnm 5 3 -e^i-stis 5 5 sr 
H-^ Lt, M-IMR 5 3 <D*^piiffi 5 2 A±<DfeB 5 5 A 

so   \z#J y h •      ^ 5 6 ASr*^i-5i:*}c^igfi5 
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4T*R^Bffi5 2±©j4B5 5{C7tf-f >- f- • -v—? 5 6 

[0 0 2 5] r^v'^-Mcfet^T, f»jRJgi»4, (ulfi 

5$f^5 1 f ±lc*^ti-5*3t3t#^ 5 1 gSr*LT*5 
9, ^fcftm^&UiT-s 1 f om^fi^-*^. *S*»5 

• -v-* 5 6£S^$iir3ffg*85 3 «rfl|;lfc*j«fcfc 

[0 0 2 6] 2 0^^(4, H2K:«*i-aJ:5 

3S3tU R^c2o«±36*i-5rt©)&l,>J:5t-«yffli 
i-«fHH«5 3 S:*i-5«^-x?*>5. 
[0 0 2 7] |»#5«3©»Wf±» H2 0K«SrJ-J:fc5 

IC, fg^ggl 2 0, VaB«Xf±ScflcR©**Bffi5 2, 
ffg$S5 3RZftt^W.5 4frt>ffif&£*b, 0 
isjs^s i 2 o {£ j; 9 m^mm 5 2 ±©&B 5 5 srjg^ 

TJ^B 5 4 -eS^Wffi 5 2 ±©&R 5 5 IZtf-i 

5 3fcJ:9W»**U'f*»S:fc3B*"t-53t«l 1 1 
U ±ISJg^SIl 2 ott\ ±l5^5i:©?tasl l l J;*)© 

jfcSrfijtL-cfir-s-srm^-rsjtmacjMi^i 23. 12 

1 2 7-1,   1 2 7-2,   128,   129,   130, 134 

[0 0 2 8] lt*«4 0D^Kf±. »** 3 f£ 
*2IHrt©3te*.fc0#*L<H:l 0ffif£Jt±<D3tSSr»St 

[0 0 2 9] ft** 5 ©UK(4. 3*#Jg3<D%Wit. 6 

HWri 1 5    'TT«*«riMSlU #*MfcS:3i© 3*5:7 
-r/u* 11 etj^fcafftftiutfeo-c*)*. 
[0 0 3 0] «#Jg6©3g9if4. 8»**3©3fc«r4» fi 

E^rtjott**!)** («) *^*HO*#9 

[00 3 1 ] W#R7©3W1HU ft**3©3fe«H\ « 

*wsi «r am- s     K «t o -c x rtsiift & am- a * 
#^lcJ;otMS^fc^zK^H7i, 18 1-efc 
5«j*t Lfct>©-cfc5„ 
[0 0 3 2] »*:«8©^IKf±, If 3 ©3fc«tt\ * 

[0 0 3 3] |»JMl9©»Wf4» IS**3©m^S^te 
a¥af4» v ©warn*© i^/u*—& 
£«o#« 1 2 7-1,   1 2 7-2.   1 3 4 tHTtSmiSLb 

(5) 

[0 0 3 4] ffS#JBl 0©3S?Ura\ SfrfB^v-^^AlClo 

i^-c, El5\zm*-rz«t 5ifc, »*ttftk:m-5*aai*j 
84r»*-*-3»lMRfc*^ri«*©*-f 5^5 1 c 
*5li:ltti)i-e*8. 
[00 35] 1 1 ©3PJK4, i$85 1 ©*>f y 

^5 1 cOftftio-C, Xttf|-g«5 3«*»feOttil 
*>o S^llffi 5 2 ffl!)©353fc?i?^ 

10 [0 0 3 6] S*#>Sl 2©3g?Hfi, J8^&5 l^Al 
Tt>» tf-fi'l* -T—^5 6JW»U*V*J:5K, Xtt 
»5*#5 1 ©^»JtC#oT7K-Y V h • 5 6 t^tt 

[00 3 7] ft      1 3 <D&W\*. m 5 £ 5 

8^5 1 bXI±£Sfc£a»fefc5«m»ft*»«:«l*.-C 

[00 3 8] 1 4 ©^^14, WIBOtt^MB 5 1 Jc: 
20   *j »t 5*3t*^* 51gi: 3tm§ESHR^ 5 1ft (Dfflrfi 

[00 3 9] §»#« 1 5 ®^^f4N MISO^^AfCtS 
v^x, B16^J^i-5J;5»-» *^Mffi5 2 ©i£^«c^; 

fcgttfUT 6 2 ^BUIECDH-SL 5 3 Lv 1^S)t^ 
-T- 6 2 »CJt^*[fi]iS»t> L < f4«vai*^X[iMtft#5r^ 
tf^t$ri^ai-5^^5 1 d &fg^$g5 1 ^cMx:TV^ 

[0 0 4 0] l»#JSl 6©^^«, E19^0iJ^-f-5«t 5 
so   {c. fg^8S5 lCD^y^-^W 1 t Sr^g?L-ClII^ 

[0041] m*m i 7 cD^^tt, HI i o Km^-t* a 

^> V • 5 6 ixSIS^t ©M#*N 

5 «t 5 l£fffl^-r5H-3S*£5 3 Sr«l^-C^5«^T-fo5. 
[0042] m^m 1 8 (D^BJli, 111 1 1 5 J; 

5tw, -ocD^Biffitc^t l.&%tcDm^ 5 1-L 5 1 
40   -2-$rfflV'«5V^7iA{c*JV'>T, =&Ji^5 l-i,  5 1 

-2-rtlC, ^@jffi5 2±<OJK-f>'h •-v—iJ'©^ 

[0 0 4 3] /i*3, *^@jffi5 2f4, ^-fLt>JFS^^. 

*^iH®5 2©5^S^*tb5t©i:i-?.. 
[0 0 4 4] H#J«1 9<D3gl^fi, |»^lX(43©*g 
^7 011, 8rttC^5&$tufc^tj!i5XltL 

so    3 fcttJtmaCUHH^ 7 3 Oltr*fcE»**VjfiII»fflastt4r 
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b&%ZfrtL%&®T'<-?-\-?*9 7 1 (C^ttbtbfc 
7L 7 2 £93 U ^WSr&A VX&%M£mm=f- 7 3 
Alt-t-5 J; 5ifilcLfct>Otfc5„ 
[0 0 4 5] lf*3S2 0©38^«4, 7 3 © 

«fcfrfcBR$;h."C43T7 1 #[IME@& 
(C^-v-V^S 8tC^$ix, K7V<—7 1 

[0 0 4 6] m#*%2 l<D&f>Mt. K7 2{Zftx_TTs< 

Z>--0(D7. y y h 9 4 a ,  94b.   104a, 104b 

<D%%m^M=f- 7 3 KftjLT 2 <@©E«MK3fcm^tfcilt^ 
9 5 a,  9 5 b£\ ^^h^* !i y h 9 4 a,  9 4 
b,  104a,  1 04 b t^Mi"5J:5^-->Vi/9 
1.  1 0 l\zmm\sXt£Z>ffi&.k LfctWX?*)5c 
[0 0 4 7] «#JI2 2©5gPJ{±, f»1 3U4 3 ©J!t 

t fi^ft 5     (cgH $*vr ^ 5 jtJB J; •? © 

fc<5© 
[0 0 4 8] W**2 3©^|^Ji, W*^lXli30Djt 

5 6 t>mm UeJ^J: 5 fc, 

•7-^#ib/@^«i^^^2 4 51. m^mm±<D^ 

■5 ¥$C$> 5 V M±1g$C<£>i&^-*i*#i8:258, 259i:Sr 

[0 0 4 9] n*i%2 4<»%w^ m#mixte3<Dfi 

v h • -v—^itittii5(r©»3aA-frS:fHM«fc»*i- 
51£Sfefc5VMi$&©lfo^Jii*#IS:2 5 8,   2 5 9i% 

5 4~2 5 7£:fr-t-5fltJ&£ 
[0 0 5 0] ff#«2 5<0%^tt, ff#JS2 3X142 4 

tc*3^T, • -^-*;&ib/@5£#Ji&;L3MS:2 
4 5 Sr. Jg*3§©-©E2 5 2IC*TU &H"3l*&lc#£ 

fea«r^»S^<5a*©^*»**«2 5 4~2 5 9 
Sr. *g^Sg£>±iE-tf>B5 2 5 2 £f4&/«£5ffi2 5 3 KG 

[00 5 1] ft#« 2 6 CD3g93fi, ft*JS 1 Xf± 3 ©Jg 
^Stt, ©^fcfc&fcrrs^JtS: 2 7 1,2 

34t, ts^ta.*o»*©*ft:«sB?3t<tsra*.T^aj!ii 

[0 0 5 2] 

[flUB] K#*lt-J:*LHr, *^iSffi5 2©^Lfc^ 

***5 7a>bcDft&ig^5 l(O^I|3f^^5 1 f 
T*£)fc LT, Jg^gg 5 1CDM 5 4 tC*J~TS^)t^^ 5 7 

*. W-3H«6 3-ett, -tO*|fi|««*>b»SMS5 lOtt 

ft, as**«5 4tcj:9% ZVOLmztfJ V b • -7—9 
5 6 SrS^1-5o 
[0 0 5 3] lot, ^^y-y©»f(Dttt©» 

»*«5 1 Klf4, 3tm^lft^5 1 f ^rt*$*tT^5 

[0 0 5 4] BI*3S2fcJ:Si% &i*BS5 2fflK:Ki? 

fc1Mlc<B«3te*^- 5 7 -asRWfc 2 o£t±*3tei-3 r. t 

ft, 563t*^5 7*s*»fl0ffc*oXt>» -t*ve*W038 

[0 0 5 5] M*53 0*ii:LT, HfflE«t 9-ftHW 

[0 0 5 6] m#«4©3fe*©3fe*fc«3i£IH]©3fe*<D 

[ 0 0 5 7 ] ffjfcJj 5 <D pI»3tSMJl7 A >V9 Sr«x.fcS 

[0 0 5 8] |t*3B 6 <D)tJiSrSB:^(6]<Djt*5 U *SSr 

[0 0 5 9] »3|t«7 03t^#y h«r3t«t 

[0 0 6 0] «#:Jg8©*^Wffig#£:)fc2S£: UT^Jffl 

[00 6 1] »*«9©m*«4©v<A'ft—J&Kifilo 

tr«b $*-c t »*«© 6> ft ^ <fc 

[0 0 6 2] H*«l 0fC±5i:, Jt*f£»5 5\Z*fT 

c SrJg^§g5 1 £4R*.-0*Sfcti>, Jt^5S5 1 -CS^iS 
B5 2±«5ffi«Sr»)&*;5fc tt>K, ^Oitt^ttlKKBB 
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tf-T?#«©*&3S£rfTfc x. 5. 
[0 0 6 3] ltw«t5i, fg^S5 lC^y 

[0 0 6 4] M*£l 2\C£5b* Jt^*5 1 *s&lbL 
tWVF •      * 5 6tfq£»Lfc^«fc5K* 3U4i§ 

[0 0 6 5] tfjfcJSl 3tCitull. 3^885 l©fl-ffi 

^5 1 HWfcft* 3. ^5 1 
©W5 l aSOtrtSi©M^i^5 1 f i 

[0 0 6 6] |»*3Sl 4£J:*K Jg^5 1 tWiJt 
#^s$51 g t^mgfm*^51 f kv>tiLW$m*?m% 

[0 0 6 7] !i#Jgl 6KlJ:*tff» Jt^S5 1 fcfB*.*: 
%^^5 ldt,        y—>-5 2©ifi<glcRttfcS5fc 

t£b-*xm&iz£^xmm^. treats 3»c£i£-r.5© 

5 fctj-CS t) 5 ©T% /hM&maST'S 9 , *t^3S 5 

[0068] m*£ i 6 \zxthts, 5 
i ©* s^^-f ^si t zmmxittmrn*-? 

[0 0 6 9] 7l£j;5i, »*#5 l<Dtft5 1 
a ZfaVxmmWiftl-Zfgi&bm --7-^5 6^ 
*^$tb?)*^Biffi5 2        ifc*:/*!§/K Xliffi*/ 

[0 0 7 0] ifc. If*«i 8lcfc*U4\ —o©**W 
B5 2±-e, £Jg^$g5 1-1,  5 1-2-ri©^Vh 

SrfT'tCcTt. r 1y h • ^-^ 5 6 CO 

[00 7 1] §»#*Bl 9<DW^XjCf^^.-CT/i—ft? 

12 
[0072] ii*«2 o©?L&4"»ka»&*Mxfctt«fctt 

[00 73] 2 l ©E8MKftm^&liiJ?:£Xlt£ 

io    [00 74] 2 2 (0^«S:Rltfc*J«tt. 

[00 75] W^JS 2 3 ©ifjhfrW-fr^gkSrKJt tzffifS. 

[0 0 7 6] 2 4 ©-«©lHrfr#gk«:fHtfc«l« 

[0 0 7 7] 2 5 <DV3m*.^& b *M*»jj*#« i: 

[0 0 7 8] 8R2 6 ©*lk#*«MRttfc*W&«\ * 

[0 0 7 9] 

-rs. 
[0 0 8 0] [)t^^>'7L^>i/v'^71A©mill 

SECT]   (0 2) 
®2t±^^lcJ;2,^^-Y yf^ y^-^rA©^ 

30    l^J£^J?:^-t-^ia-Cfc5o 52HOHPffl^^y- 
v^if©J: 5 4**Wffi-c*> 9, tf®«l5 3 t^igg$ix 
tcWi&X.n.+O H P ^©S^M©*^» 5 4   £ o 

hoXh£\>\ 
[0 0 8 1 ] OHPffl^^ V— V5 2©4PSP 1~P4 

^f4> 5 7 £ LT, 151MHz O-'^KPi* 
jO^o-Cl/^ifijS^LEDSrEBbTfcSo *bt, Ji 
^g&5 it©)tm^ift*^i u-cpsDfcfflv^aw* 

fc, w-w»5 3-e-t©iw#p*i-«*\ fc5v^f4^f©?63t 
bT^5 i»B«-C# 5 «fc 5 tc/.c o T v >5. 

[0 0 8 2] m*&5 1 Kf4% 1 g^©*)t5fe 
^Rt^acnaiT-s i f srtut*5^ 
WB5 2{C(6]tt^i:x *^MS5 2{l!)©^)tlgT-5 7 

b©»swyX5 I gfcj:oT*maeiinHiF-5 1 f ±K 

iB«ki-s, ^m^m^5 i f a»e)©«*«r*fc, tw 
«I5 3ldJ:o-C, }|/T«5 1 ©W5 1 aCSfiSS 2 

so   ffi5 2i©fit5 5\Z#4 >h • •^-iJ' 5 6&&7jk£tl 
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[00 8 3] Jg^gg 5 1 *CD)tm^&3l?^ 5 1 f t Lt 
W\ -&5£CCD^£ffll^5;: 52*, H.2tt~ 
&5EP SD5 Ifp£ffl^fc0<|-e;fc5. -&5uCCDco» 

teeSr«imT*^5o U PSD£^54§£- 

ttJ-rSfcfe. S^iHB5 2<B!|co^ft3i^5 7KJ:53g)t 

[0 0 8 4] ^rCOfciD, 0 2COj;5l;:0iJ;if£P 1~P4 
CO 4 ^(^3^11^5 7 £12^ Lfc^Kk. P1-P4 

tt,   (b) Elco,fc 5tCP 1 fo\Zttl&LXP SD±OQ 1 
t2, t3-(D?^5ym, 

P2^> P 3^-tcMJ^LTPSD±<DQ2, Q3-^ 

[00 8 5] PSDta^jt LTg:}tffi±C0}fc3£&S£H£ 
«C0x. yffi«fc*fJS-t-*4o©«itttttfj (#ff2o 

to) i»**^**ISffi 5 2 ©»«>«r 
*J.9ftii*i-&fc. P SD£3fcE5 1 fp±fc«WtH*$ 
*V5 4 O0«*Sl» 5 7-©SQl~Q4 ©KtfllSrtftffl 

DaW<-«tW *H*tr»L"CfHWI 
5 3lCj£bi"l,5c 
[00 8 6] r©<t5i-LT, &5*-f' $ V^ldfctt* 

P SD±fc*tfS4fc«flMR«:W-JM.5 3fc««t5i:, 
fl-JMi 5 3 T?ttffi«flMR4:3ifc, P S D*3tiB±©jStft 
©{4«Srff^-r5. iirS:Pl~P4 0 4o©»3t3RT- 
5 7fc#UTJPHJtfi'5wi:K:J:9, 4o0MfQl~ 
0 4*5^:^19, r©«tli^?)P SDf-tlStftfc*) 
J§^5 1 <£>«|5 1 a ^BS5 2±-et*<Df4et^M 

^#;«W*L-C^5te«5 5£gttJ-?#50 

[0087] zvxoteftm&mzftmTttszb-v. 
m-gm 5 3 teS^gB 5 4 K J; 9 » ^mte«tdM^-f-5 

9, JBTM^WW**^ ^^f- •▼-*6 6l£«fcoT 
»5Hfc«*riB«-e#x *fc»5Htjt5 5 tmwrt* t, 

[0 0 8 8] V-f-'3t^:<OJt*^i:aoT, Jg^5 
ia>fettftt>$g£LTV^«e<,^ *>* 5 if-^^fctb 
Ltf -r * y W ®ffi±co * - y ^Z&Wrfz t 

m CJ&g-e, S^IBE 5 2 ±.<D-#-<   V • -e—^ 5 6 & 
JLfc# fe»*MB 5 1 S:tfe^i-5 r i:   «fc 9, Jg^S 5 1 

[0 0 8 9]   [ftm^&^OOflifctfJ]   (®3, El4) 
03»i-#C7cP SDSrrtlELfcJi^5 1 ©rtSBSr^i" 

8 c05feSffl(ca:S 3 0m 

/4 
m. &£EJB3 OmmWifiUVXS 1 g 
5 1 gWrtiBOI-l 0X1 0mm©-&7cP SD5 lfp^F*i 
jSE$tvTV5o r©37tPSD5 lfpfi, £iUVX5 

1 gCOfLStefit-is^T, U'>'X3t*fcK:fi3ta5*s**"C? 
/4>o#$|]iasPSD tp'^SriiS <fc 5 KKBi"*. 
[0 0 9 0] -J^TEPSD5 lfpf±, <2tftl<Dj;5J-s ¥ 

© P S DU^ttftdSKIMINHB 5 9 tcjp*. f> 
*u zzum&zn. p sD 5 ifPji©3t©s-cMa«^ 

Day/<-^ 6 o-erv^/Wfc^av -<y^7i-*IHJ 

[0091] ni4 it±m^mi-<Dmmmx'h <o , 
5t<DP SD£2MJfH^5;i<h^$gft&«£&m^£/0; 
oTV"50 -f"ft:fc>*>* -ftjE©PSD5 lflt 5 lf2Sr 
sv^gEniiaBu ^ix^etKDPSD5 in, 5if2 
©ttftc, Dfl^^X^RttU^XA^^Sit^S lgl, 
5 lg2SrgS^Lfc«f^lC/<C-DTV^5, -tbT, ^rtv-en 
COP SD5 lflt 5 lf2<D&tUffHI3 ^fiSJ^Lfc 

fe*^®ffi±cD«^e 5 5 *&m-fZo 
[0 0 9 2] l2 2»Cta'^T, Z.(D£.o t£—ifeTC© PSD 

SrfflV^, mmm5 l *>^^fc«^®®5 2{l!l©^3tfg^- 
5 7C0*|S]'<^ h/V<DJ&#CD5*>> Jg^l§5 1©tt5 1 
aiCfiE^2ocoj5K^Srx -€rix^jx2 0cDP SD 5 1 f 1 

t 5 If2-c«|*p-t-5«^ci-5i:s liIlMftj$a*ffi*fl:£ 
tv, E13<DJ: COP SD-C5t©fi'C^«^ffi-r 
5-j^5EP S DfClt^-C^ffitCliaTt £o 
[0 0 9 3] ^fc, 4^#jy^- hf-ff^^^^Tt 

[00 94] ^*iSffi 5 2ffi!|co^)ttte^ffi-t-5 
(4, PSDCOJS^IC, CCDSrfflV^5r.t^-e#5. fit 
^IgSUCCCDSrrt^LT, ^*C0fc°—^<(4*Sr«| 

«©a»05»**^5 7d5|n^|g)tLT^T1b, *h 
^tHO&ytK* 5 7C0^|S]^*PU. *t^S5 1 COia 5 
1 aC0#[S]&&a-C#;5„ 

[0 0 9 5]   (tt^SOHlkm    (0 5) 
m 5 ttjg^i 51 com 2 mmmx'h <o, is*^ 1 o co© 
29»c«t»j, jg^s ico-jr-^^i/5 8\zimxitmm 

5 1 cS:^i-5^tlcJ; i9, Jt^l^lW^tcAq^-C^ 
Stf#Sr, fe^^ttteaWaco^SrMiEH-aEttlS 3 fciH 
mf#5«t 5ftM3le]ggas*£;*:Sg5 HwrtjlSHT^ 
5c lot, Jt^*5 1 T-^HS±coffca£Jg5g1-5 
iritJC, -tcoJt^O^^i-S^StJt^t?^, 

[0 0 9 6] M^irf, J§^tefi^^Sr}t<, $W§rJS 
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-5 i 51^^-5^ WfA©y7 h^TtCfco 

[0 0 9 7] ff#Jjl l©,Bffl^it>, Jg^*5 
lC^'fs'f 5 1 ctioT> H12 (C*5it^)S^Bfffi5 
2fi!KE>3§}fc3liT-5 7©A<TSr*J»-*-5itfc-C#5. M 

a**^5 7.£5izmfc-tzzt\zx<o. m 

[0 0 9 8] #33, ^Mffi5 2»cftH*s*^$^TV^ 
&afi^<o&gt>/j:tMD-?, ^H$rH-^5 

[0 0 9 9] $61-^ 2©JSfflfcJ:»K 
5 1 ICiSJt^StsK-l' ^ h • 5 6 Id J: 

tea*5—e«js-*-*©-e»±*<, »*toiir, 

[0 10 0] WZ-t£* »*##;*-r s/f5ic Sr» bfc 

h • -7-^ 5 6^«J"f-S*s,       yf51c Sr^-T 
ts *g*S§5 1 it&Wi Itt'f'f V h • -^—^ 5 
ibL^v>J: p^T'o^^Alc-r?). got, 
^7^wJ;5ld, #fli-5^i6]ldov^xo^, aK-f^h- 

[0 10 1] #cl^ IB*«1 3©JB«fcJ:0, 

*5J:5ldS^5 1 b&Z>\,VZ9i&$:WttlXh'0 , mm 

[0102] -t©is*, &FBSS 2M<D&ytm*5 i 

mm 5 2ft!)<D^3t^Sr*-lc:x-#2>i:. MiE^J:5l- 

[0103] ^©Hifefisili, fSjJfl 1 4 ©Sffllc «t t), 

in 3 5 tt&ytit^ 5igt ftm^mst^ 5 1 
f i©MHixt4*****5 1 g «r*fc« 
Jtt Ufet»<D-C*>5. *tffSro«t5ld, S^Hffi 5 2 (Dfg 
^{4BI"JH^5 1 £ fait 3 r t -df^Srfrfc 0 tctb. 
JB*#t**iSffi5 2 i:©Egf$asffiV^§^ttJ^£a© 

16 
*§^3g5 1 SrfcT*»»clWbL-Ct» ft«£&ili^5 1 f 
±lc*Jlt5*Jt3tl^5 7©«l«SjafllW&Ufc!), 
&mf-5 1 f i>fe^itTL*5. 
[0 10 4] dfrUcttU 0Jx.fi, «3t3t#^5 1 g£ 

m^^T- 5 1 f ^(Dj»^Egit*^k^iet U 
£ Sc^Piffi 5 2 t ©Bg«t#3t«r *»*tt, ^.^EgPiSrffi < 
1-5   jtmseiftsif^s 1 f ±ic*5it5ig^^5 7© 

#i*S%HiB5 2(D8EBIlc<te>-r^tg^-^lc-e^ 

[0 10 5]   C/^XBfc*©fcfecD!!l£0iJ) Ji^5 1 
IC|±, m*MW5 2fl|©»**^-5 7*»5>©3fc«^K» 
**sgK5 4^*tttt&i?a^/-rxftasA!tt-t-s;:i 

H 2 ©*^ga 5 4&±\cm-ti: 

$-&5&*7-</w^-Sr^:it5i:. S^Sl5 4f^& 

[0 10 6] *7b, ^3t^5 7 0363fc*r*SCfl**i 
7^f>^Lfc*ld^fSSrJp^% J§ 

5%»5 lW^miHlBSId^cD«^lHlKSr{ix:^^t t>T*t 

^3t^5 7&^3t$-y:. Jt^Sg5 1 <D^miEl8Slc-tcD 
30 fcwiaissMRttfwi, y-rx)ti:^5*^a5 4*^ 

[0 107]   [a— K^^frOfcifccD^igW (06) 

©<fc 5 lc^>f y^-»f^-e»fe*tfc«iaflMfW»«:»5MiS 
i a»fctt-**5 3 KaMt'i-«.Kf±, =- K^ftWi; 
t5i, 0l©J:5ldili|&ai^prieti-5^5l*sfc5. 
-^<Dfc«)lcv *g^5 lldffl«Srf|;^|c:«t»)^m-r5fc 

40 [0108] t^DiiSfe, j|f^5 1 tt*BI5 2 

±ottt«:»*t5ISWi, Jg^S5 lli^lc*^®ffi5 
2{RiJSrr6]^-CVN5cOt?, »#*'8©SaKlJ:!J, 12161c: 

KflE©lHHi6 a^SEIEU J§^*5 l lci±% 

^62 fc»**lfilflWRt U< ttftkaflMRSfcfiWflMR* 
^tr3tSr^ai-5383fcSl^5 1 dZffiZ-ZZ hhX'Z 

[0 10 9] Sot, lMOSXXfS 1 d 
T% «^®ffi5 2ffl!)coS^JF-6 2ld, 18^5 llcj; 
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t, ztitm** 2        5 3\zfcmziiz<o-?. * 

[ 0 1 1 O J   CX^BSfflO&ftX-T-O&ttOT] 0 714 
$3*Bfi5 2«lcK«t<5«3teiR;f-5 7©*3t«©»tt«r 
0iJ^Lfc *>©-?*>«?,   (a) Htt = A«Mft,   (b) I4~ 
ooffKb^BXX?-trT^Klztt^«i3«ft:fl, (c) 

WMftfr>9B%* t 

[0111] r©<fc 5 7©»3MB*:EH6 
*fi:-!?JiV«i:t5: t^±9, *g/T^5 1rt©CC 

•C, *g^5 ljJMHlEJ0-Cia(BL-Ct>, 

[0 112] ftot, «7ii5 2i©I)t^5 7 

f4, ld»M©*K»»t*ttfS!)*. «3t«BO»*t 
^R^W^a-14. 2(B©^^5 7Sr, *^@fffi5 2 

m-t-vtevints. mmmmfrb. »*S©*I:#I*I«:- 

[0 113] 

[=&7C#-<Xx-f ^^^©fSJSW)   (0 8) ' 
0 2 ommmxa, m-w-mftuza^x 4 iz&ytm 
=f-5 7£r6a«L-Cl^K*tU 0 8 ©Hl£t!sm4, 3S}fc 

K»1-5©-e»4fc<, JtitT#;£fa©tt«©^&Steele 
Sa^LTfc5» ^©3£*> Jg^5 1 i$g}tiSi^5 7- 
1, 5 7-2---icDgg$t£#i65;: *>i 
5 ifH^TC-^5 1 £M&Jjfa 

t>©Tfc;ftf4:£#£t>^i^c:«\   r^^Hffij \ci*iL#. 

[0114]   [*fmSrlft±***fc»©30t«] s** 
3B1 6©®ffifc«fctJ% 0 9 (a) »C^i-«t5f-v 
I52i l4SUfCx 5 2 LfdSlHIS 6 3 Sr 

0M1U   (b) ©J:3fc»ij*»5 I©5feiffi»-I4. 3W« 
6 3\znL,)§XZ>ii> v?-*<< 1 t 3:iS:ij-*:#lj£i 

[0 1 15] ^fC, >s»f^yf5 1 t^PJ«6 

t > tf3S«Hft|-c»4, x h • -^-^ ©&»-ei4ft<, 

if® 5 2±{c»*ig5 i <D&mm*m*£. b KMAUP 

[0 116] L*>4>. fg*^(4vJi^5 l©^?/^^. 

-Y s^5 l t £i§9l«6 3fcaxfc«IB-e»3iM»5 1 *r 
^tcX^0Sr«5<©i:»oT, Jffiffi 

«K*iaA-CX^»HS:ia<Oi:±<iaiDl8*"T?» %ft 

[0 1 17] fc*5, 0 9 (c) 0©<fc5K, }g*S£5 1 
©#&a5d^&tffcT-A6 4©3teiKfc:* yf^yf 
5 1 t«MRtt*Uf, 3gftiSiT-5 7i»b03fcSra*3{ei^a 

5 1 t&Jf LStSr £T\ X^^MK £ 
ir^-e#50 L^t, S6 5lCiot> SSftKl^5 7d> 

[0118] 02 ©«-HJfeM-Cf4, S^Bffi 5 2 ©Jg^ 
&S«g^l&5 1 Sr|6Ht5r t-C*i^:5rtT^5fc*, * 
^MI5 2^#tl!:^:|v^^ S*BI5 2©P*3Jfi 
■eJB^fcff* 5»frK:f±, £5*85 1 Sr*# < 

20   ^Ltt^bfcfcttT-t, *^®S5 5 2±T?(4^ >-h ■■ 

So 
[oil 9] '-tr-e, W*«i 7©s»k:j:*), 0io 

STS 5 2 ©ffii£lc*t b^/h $ &ftli* 6 6 Sr?B^ r 
©H« 6 6 1*9 xm^S 5 1 Sr^«j-r 5 i: % *^Piffi 5 2 
±(C7K-f >h ■       5 e/Js^^HSi^'fc^'n^^ 

so [o l 2 o] ^©fc&tcifi. *^iiiS5 2lc*fb, SIB^ 
fc»**5 1 2r^S)i-5ffl«c6 6 «ri»/hUfcH«fcKi6 
UT*3<o *S/J^«6.6rtfc*5V>T*§^«5 1 
aste-f^K^ttb-cb^ *©^»*d5te^:$ti-r*^® 
15 2tc*Jlt5^'0'h • -^-^ 5 6©tb#tfc?K IB 

[0121] *?|/Jvffli£f4, 6 6 a ©X 5      S^Wffi 5 

2 ©—SBteKiei-t tt?#5o irtett, m^mm 
5 2©Jg^#^fttjav^B^«§/h^6 6 a SrS^-T 
^»4, JB*#»±, ^®E5 2±©-gP©^V^|g^6 6 

40   a fcfoa»o-c»jj*«5 l Sr^»i-5^^-eJ:v^©-c ft 
l ^*:#<^fij-t-5^S(4/«ev\ w©i5tc, * 

^115 2©-g|5[c*i/jN^?:^i-5®^-»4, 

[0 1 2 2] 0^©#Ji ttj^lc, *^jil5 2^e)IV^ 

BI5 2 45j|i,^j()|;, ^Mi5 2W$<ii:9> ifiS 

m^5§5 1 ©t3-fd»©^»l**5^iii®5 2±t?f4 
ti^:$^5©x% IS^«5 lSrfe-r^ic^t&ufc^J-t 

so   tf% **%MS6 2±-C»4^c#^#tb*i:*?), ^fir« 
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[0 12 3] *<Dtcib, }§^#a»e>3a<-C/h$< 

SrH-JHI-CiUa UT, **Hfa5 5 2fc**i-3J:5*7p 

2±SrE^JB^i-2>^5f±^^0^, jtf^K • -v—* 

[0124] 01 1 tt-OCO*,T:pjffi 5 2 KM LtSS 
©m^«5 1-1,  5 1-2-fctefflLT. «ftAT?»5*«r 

LT^S, tfcfe&l 1(DSSCJ:5, *§^=# 
1 0-l*5^oT^5«*§l5 l-lT'fi^^OTjf-YV h 
• -7—^ 5 6-ld5*^^tv5cO^Mb, BU<Of§^#l 0 
-2^-5tv^:it, -tn-eixoJt^Ss l-i, 5 1 

[0 1 2 5] r©J: 5 fcfcKOJB** 5 1-1, 51-2- 

-l, 5 1-2-riC, ffJWII«i»bKjS*>offlJt8«j^«r 

[0 1 2 6] &mxtti: LTfi, #Jt*S5 1-1, 5 

y^-|UlSfcJ:9«-»S«B5 1-1, 5 l-2-«rJDBfc*J91fc 

50 «HR-CS8RS*bTV^5*frtt» &m^3§5 1-1, 5 

;j*85 1-1, 5 l-2"-©»*4fc«&#*J-*-3 

5. 
[0 12 7] 
C*B*«©JB4IBK«]   (012, 13, 14) 

012^^11113^-1-^5}-. «^*7 0(4, IH2S 
O03Ofg^Sg5 l©-aJ4:^i-5a^vX5 1 g lc 
tt;tT, B«*©7/<-ftT7^ 7 1 5:*"t-i*j«-e 

[0128] T'*—'3~*r~*7> ^71lt ^©fifel-, a 

7 2Srfl-T5o 
[0 12 9] ffi«»©4o©*P5»C>tti^Lfc^m^mS 

^ 7 3 iiA*ti-5^w&e<ox Yffi«^m-t-2> r. t as 

[0 1 3 0] ttit>m&*m& ' 1SH0K5 9. A/Da 

THifofHHt5 3l!:AA*nT*J"J» ttttttj?ra>g> 
JR*AW*ixfc3t«>ffi**>feW-3H|ll4»SMB 7 0 u 

20 
[0131] 01 4lC*H-*P< 4PS*^taS)tdSa7 2 

fciliB LT 4 gilStcMJfc-r 5 )tm^^^- 7 3a, 73 
b,  7 3c, 73d fCAtt-T5 k» *iv?ixo3t«** 

[0132] M5 3 fifttg&tfeSiiF- 73a, 73 
b, 7 3 c, 7 3 d*>btB^$^5fS^-(C«t Alt 
Lfcttl©l.t 7 4 £HtH LT, &>b 7 4 i: ?L 7 2 £il 

io siKio*^ ap*>, »3M»7o#iBi-*i6j**»b-c* 

[0133] 0ij^ff, ft 7 2 £ili© Lftm^&Hi^HCJH 
^Att-rs^^Awascos^ 7 4 a*)t3i^&*^ ©JSC 

t^^7 0 2SJ§LTV^;*7r«lfi4P© 
3ti®5 7a,   5 7 b,   5 7 c ifctf 5 7 d *>£>^Bg*H-S> 

[0134] *7t,        7 4 tfSftm^&ifi^WJ^lOfe 
a-rs^ictjjts-^^^^oAitffiBd^s^H 
ffi5 2lOtft, ^t«^gl^7 3 a , 7 3 b. 7 3 

20   c.  7 3 d<Otiit)$:%t!S£l£ZZ. fcj&ST?*JBij*#7 0© 

[0 13 5] IP*), 7 OK:J:0**Bffi 
5 2 .hOteff £Jg Lfc i: #fi<k 7 4 #3te«8KMFf-©IBl 

[0136] fc*S, ftft^&Si^-73a,   73b, 73 
c, 7 3 d b*:<Dffi!lZ.tiiW!£intcT<><—^w*? 7 1 

so 2*-C<orat*S|C*55»«» ?L7 2SrM^i:i-5)tj!i5 
7a.  5 7b,  5 7cSO!5 7d©MfM«it 

[0137] t<D^m. Jt^H 7 0 as^^Mffi 5 2 ±fc 
i£-3< iJt«*»feta53te*S3tm*IMl^-7 3 a.  7 3 
b.   7 3 c.   7 3 d^A*tUTt>, IBg*» 7 0©fgi"^ 
f6]^^5i:-f|5(D^3tm^^T-7 3a, 73b, 
7 3c.   73d *»b^Hfi<L«7 4 ©^W^^-BIIgtC/.C 

5. 
[0 13 8] *^Bffi5 2*^ittu5»c:#v>^ 

40 ®E 5 2 tcMJSf 5>tffi3E^^ 73a. 73b. 73 
c , 7 3d (OmjWitft'bZ < t£ Q , S«L> 7 4 CDffi^Uc 
*fJ^i-5*^®ffi5 2±©^«Sr^tliLJg^bfctee=Sr 

[0139] A>a>5Fp^BK*Hi!W-S¥®:i: LT^tm^lfe 

$^7 3 ©HJ*iwia^:$^-V>>/5 8 \z3L&zntc 
T'*—?-*-?*? 7 1 Sr. ^^tf, W<-^5T0SJ$-B: 

^r-v-^^5 8<D«b*(BllC^t(j$-1ir?,r tlCtoTigS 

[0 14 0] r©J; »^rt»c^»$ix7t)t*s 
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&**BfflU:<04*£tt1tfc9§*fcJfi*-*-3 r. i: *s PTI6^ 

fltteW*-?* 5-f      ->^x A£r|£3I.1-£ - i: 

[0141] Xf$7Fm<o?&smmm mi 5) 
01 5<£>Jf^§&8 0f4, S^Bffi5 2<D<f'fr*ifcffif&L 

5 7 a frflM!"*-Lfc« 

[0 14 2] 3tag5 7 a 14, ffg«5 3 (0 1 #fi8) i: 
(«icUfc^-efc5 (02O#H8) 0 

[0 14 3] T'^—^^T^t 8 1 £5<Jr—-»-^8 2 
|C% EftpIffiK, J.o£FrMw@ft&BK@£pT11glCi!m 

[0 14 4] ?L8 3»4, T'*—*f-W*9 8 1 (D^.fr8 
1 a^bfl-Jl/fc&flt, 0H*.tf7A«—ft^^ 8 1<DJ1 

[0 14 5] Jg^8 0Sr, — ^W^frldrfi] 

ttT@£U T*—* 8 1 £ Eft £ it Si:, 3t 
157 a J;t)ffiltUfc*<0 5*>?L8 3 SrilofcftiSltfS, 

jtm^mss^7 3zmzt-tztiLW.*, ftsrt*s^rie 
irftS, 
[0 14 6] tft^COfcfctCio^et-iJVN 

T, Jg/T^8§8 0Sr^*J!fe<D<t5l-PSL, 
[0 14 7] 01 5 IC^c-TJ: 5 Jt*Sg8 0£rtt8 0 

a*S*/T^iiiffi5 2<D<$$:%m-f£oK\i>lV (r©ftr«£ 

Srjgllllli&S-e-, 3yS5 7 a J;!5tti-C?L8 3§riIofc3t 

iSS*5, JtmiEJHR^ 7 3 <Dm& 8 4 tr^/K y V 8 5 t L 

[0 14 8] rftfcJ:!), *t^3§8 0-Sr, ^TBI5 2 
<043<fr£fattfc#f®££2iii: LT, ^II5 2WW' 

[0 14 9] Jg/T^§8 OSriffiSmottSfcl3 

*0lcfiofc»6fc, *tfy V 8 5 Sr^tm^m^^ 73© 

»cov \x t> nmcft m t ft 5. 
[0 15 0] rro^*. XM&HMW 3tm^ix1t± 

#$T*fc5i:^53:#<0TK:fc^T, Jg^£g8 0&i65 
Cli:;&sm5l?5EWc§:, *^Piffi5 2 0«t"6t'|'4'i UT 

5 2 © i?©f£fi;S:J§      Lfc®^ t>, 80*^ 
t4, £;was:i:fcflMa*:f»5w£asa*a0 

(12) 

22 
[0 15 1] ft*S. 7V<—^•V-e^^W?LiST/<-^^ 

ffi«^w^jtb3iiEft<ft!9, m*mm<D*z 
£»;:J;oTf4, -7-^Sr^T*#ft<ft5li^WT< 

10     [0 1 5 2] 4fc, *?SK0i|0*g3%»8 0f4, 02 OS. 
tf0 2 6 ©-^f Afcljgfl! UTta-CfeS. 
[0153] tmm&omemmmi mie.-m 

016 OJBSMS 9 014, v—isl/? 9 1 ©5t*fcT/«- 
ffv^^9 24r*U        S/V^9 1 (DrtgP^m^ 
&3?^9 3SrW-rS^T-fc5„ 
[0154] 017 fC#-grT*i-«t 5 K, 7V-«— 

9 2tcf4, ^V'Pfoffit&mZW&S-Zi. 5tC~oO 
*y*/h94a,  9 4 briH-*fl^l^j£LT*>5„ 
[0 15 5] ?t«^#Hlf^9 314, ^©H^-f-^—O 

20   <DE^3tfli^m^95a,   95b4«Jft5. -<DK 
ai^jtm^m*^ 9 5 a 14, * y y H 9 4 b ^.ESE U-C 

*5 «3, SiJOE«l^^m^m*^ 9 5 b f4, * V y h 9 4 
ai:E^EbTV^?,o 
[0 15 6] -OE«S^>tm^m^^9 5 a 2SX )t<DA 

tttee^xffi^&^mu, g"j©Ei»«)tm^m^9 5 

[0 15 7] 7 KE»«]   (018, 19) 
018<Djg*3g 1 0 014, ^—'y^y* 10 1 ©ftffitT 
A-f-^?/^l0 2SrtU ^->y^l'0l©^ 

so   t^?t«3E«i*^ 1 0 3 ^*i-5«^T'fe5o 
[0158] 019 iCflHr-Cjjrr ± 5 T^—^f^ 

1 02 {Cf4, --o<DX !)yH04a, 104b 
*s, ^<0*^i»(DjlS^3|J»fE^-r5J:5t-, SP*> 

[0159] ftWaaft*^ 103 14, ^y>M04b 
i:E^bT^5-WE^3t«^m^l 0 5 a t, ^ 
y y M 04 a i:E^U-C^5SiJ<DE^^m^^^ 
1 0 5 b tX t)ft5o 
[0160] mm$k%w,£mm* 1 o 5 a, 10 5 b 

40   f4, B&oS»L^SrftLTVN5. 
[0161] -WEi^^^m^^ 1 0 5 b 3tW 

AttVLW<»xEm*®m. »J©BUR«3t«*««-T-1 0 
5 
[0 16 2] [ft^TX-f V^-f ymfA©^6H 

160})   (02 0,  2 1,  2 2) 
02 0 (4*^PJ0D^ 6 mMM(Otft^^^ ^y- -i 
7*7- A 1 1 0Sr*i-„ 
[0163] H?)0*, 0 1 K7jkirffif$.&ftt*ifc-fZn 

so  [0164] 111 te&mytmt \.xco%m.%iw.x*h 
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•K *^Bffi5 2©tT©3-tail 1 2{C|S'tfC*) 

[ 0 1 6 5 J %m&W 1 1 1 (i, El 2 1 IZtn-tX b (C, 
9M1 l 3iSj(saii*ix-CV>5*fri l 4. ##1 I4rt 
©fttii: L-CcoS^ffl 1 5, etMTl 1 5 ©WE*:* 
5 7^/^1 1 6 <fc9&5. 
[0 16 6] 7-f/V?116B, TTftftSrRltSl U 

1 1 Jiaicfc/iVtccir^oTV^o 
[0 16 7] ftiHl 1 1 it. ff-£«5 3fc.fco-CIM«£ 

*U-CV^*V^IR, BP*>W-JW|5 3 t ttairo3tai(T»fc 

[0 16 8] El 1 t^l"<fc 5 (-> 3t«5 7Sr 
tftM.5 3 izHoXfim-tZis*7 J* 5 OKJfc^T, If 

g«5 3 t3tJIRl 1 1 — K«'?ttllrt'S&]!tt4 
<,        fg/TSl 2 o t>gft©*-r ^^fcJgfeS^ 

5 OtCJt^Tlffi^-CfcSc 
[0169] 6f^W 1 1 5 li, fttif&ft LT*515 , %M 

1 1 l^fjfi. #fl-3tel 1 7*sjScWSix-C«f^S. 
[o 170] jtas^tn 11 \t. mfenyv h^u 

0«sf^JHSr1T5^DEfflMl l 8rt©3fc»©#jl 
o^±©)t*?r»#t-t-5c ^sutK.fc3/f x©u# 

<fe>5o 
[0171] H2 2lt, H2 0 «K 1 0^ttffli" 

5*§^S2l 2 0«r*i\ 
[0172] Jg^S 1 2 0 tex El 1 6 ©»iS# 9 0 J: IHJ 

fc< , +£3MK©* 5» y M 2 1 Sr^f-rSTA*—^-t^x 

3,  1 2 4 i: Sr#1--5c 
[0173] JB^t" 1 0 ^fg^« 120 5 2 

KfittS £ * %M&m 1 1 1 «fc 0 <D%&7- V y hi 2 1 
SriloTjg^l 2 OrtKAfK 1 2 3 , 
1 2 4©Wl;, 2 5^fife$n, 
'S-^m^lfe*^ 1 2 3, 1 2 4 «sm«srta*i-s. 
[0 1 7 4] 2 3 iJOWAtiH:.  I/V^& 

BBSl 2 6-lKJ;?>mffii^&£*K Jg<@HI$l 2 7-1 
-CiS*g$*V, T-t-n^x-r s/^l 2 8ld*Px:6.tb5c 
[0175]ffH1124<fc9 WliiAtEli, I /V^& 

0881 2 6-2KJ:>?«ffiK^&$iv idWHIKl 2 7-2 

[0 17 6] ±ISO-oO^^>-^/KDmffifS-§-fi, M 
PU (?'f^o7'D-fe^ta=yh)  13 0*>t,Wflr 

y^Mffti^'C^o^bftT^ flg&A/D 
=       i 2 9ic*p^?>ti^ -r-r itf^m^gzmz 

*V MPU 1 3 0»d^$tb5c 
[0 17 7] MPU1 3 0W\ gSlKlis 2 0 
©ini     ttnMB l 2 o ttftmmm. mi 
811 3 2»c*tLT3S5£«e<D^te©agSrgmi-£c 

(13) 

24 
[0178] MPU13 0©tt}7Jtt\ *H1 

&1 3 2£tf-LTH-|?m5 3^P,H, i+Ii5 3i5f+ 

fit, S^Biffi5 2 A±<D-e—^ 5 6 AdS^tb$tt 
5c -ixtcj; t), ^^S5 4lc«to-C*^^ixt:v^5 
*^iSffi5 2±©-^— * 5 6 t.^LT^Eb$^5c ^ 
-?5 6 ttT«»^« 120(Oil31 ^J§i-^(6]©tt 

S^S^^HSc 
[0 17 9] MPU 1 3 Ofi, ^2td(i, D/A^y^ 

1 3 4fc#J#P«#$ra2r*-S. 
io     [0 1 8 0] D/A=">v<-* 1 3 4f*, fllHWffiWf 

^-SrittSlHlK 1 2 7-1,  1 2 7-2(cAP^5. 
[0181] rtvtr «t 9 % Jg^Sg 1 2 o v>%m&.W. 1 1 
l*»5>©E«©aEft»::J:5»*»i 2 0^A#ti-3tt* 
©ac<b (»sy»i 2 o^ag^iai 1 lt^mtt. n 
*igi 2 0©§3tii±1 fg^igt3tas^et<Dmme>- 
mzBmtmvxwiz) , x 8©3t*©gg 
tefcfcrJ&LT, «t@&l 2 7-1,   1 2 7-2<Di*tt*a*M 

S^tfi^^t Lfc^-Cfc o T t x 1«««1 2 
7-1,   1 2 7-2|±£ff£w<^©mffi£m;ft-t-5c 

20    [0 1 8 2] &oT, .^Sl 2 OcOSftiasfgfFLT 
t>,       * 5 6f4]E^{c*^^H?). 
[0 18 3]  t%U$i9;<nni<o&MM)   (0 2 3) 

EI 2 0 ^*SV-C, Jg^S 12 0 1 0 *S#tC^o 

liK^$nT^5c 
[0184] **»«At*«T©a3BflHu JbfEcor i: 

[0185] BO 2 3 i 5      Jtag^g.1 4 0 tt, 
MJirfeittcDLED 14 1^(om.mc^<D^\zm 

30   tS^tufcRtt^fiWVXl 4 2 t J:?)^51ij*T*fc5c 
[0186] LED141li, RttttAW-^X 142© 

I^143j:!) i/yXl 4 2«tse;HB»U-CE-L-C*> 
5c 
[0187] itiici^ jtassei 4o^e>(±, )t*s 

SE^rSUcot^-C^Si:, te*s»)^l£a$r5~l 0° lc 

iKl9 0o t^^<tedSoT^lt$tv5. 
[0188] ^oT, %ffi£M. 140tt, fg^Sg 120 

0^@^iS<^5. 
[0 18 9] wW^*, m^l2 0\ts S/NJtWB 

50 

[0 19 0]  VbM%iW;<b&2<D&B&n (El2 4 
(A) ,    (B) ) 

EI2 4 (A) ,   (B) fi, %Uh U-CiSJirfiH4Sr*-r5 
t <0 Sr^ffl L fcJt8SiglH 15 0 £r^1\ 

so     [0 19 1] l/VX^f LED 1 5 1M\ UVX15 2 
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[0192] XMWB. 1 5 014, UVXftgr L E D 1 5 
1 ©fiif«fcRtt)|KDan'Xl 5 3 SrSEKRrtfcHWc-O 

<fc<5o 
[0 19 3] RStEll'yXl 5 3tw4oT, 3fcgiU40 

2 4 (A) 1 5 5K, *¥*(6](Cj£lf 

[0194] :ytmm&<nm3<n&M®n (025 
(A) .   (B) ) 

El 2 5 (A) ,    (B) (DftWmW. 1 6 0 14, @20t$ 
^®ffi5 2Srffi)^-Cie$ixfcMJBf^tt<DLED 16 1 
t, LED 1 6 1 4 SB^falClo^TttifcyS 

5o 
[0195] [Jt<¥&X!<{x*'7-4l'?i'XT*><t>M7M 

mm) (0 2 6) 
0 2 6 COft^it/tff^-f V^VXfA 1 7 014, 
ISE5 2© = —^-gUl 1 2fC#^)t^7Hy h 1 7 1 

[0 19 6] *fl*3fc*#if h 1 7 1J4, OHP172© 
—lEBf-KJtfc^^taa 1 7 34«JW#fl-3t£, OHP 1 

[0 19 7] [##^^V^:^iy*-7i.£,CDg!8|g 
ISM)   (0 2 7) 
1 2 7 cjt^'f yf y^-/^7 A i 8 o ii% 

HB5-2©^*K:#^*^3i«y M 8 1 &MtU 
*^*^#5> M 8 1 fcftiRi L-CfiJffl-t-SflWt-Cfc 
5. 
[0 19 8] gNt-ft^s' h 1 8 1 li, OHP 1 72i 

ft^xmWtLXibZmKymi 8 2K458:Jm;:4oT 

[0 19 9] 3tK<Dtee#S^iIiffi5 2«t*lcfi:tt 

[0 2 0 0]   Cat^SC*^ vy-f >?*s*irJ*oo$£9n 
mm) (028) 
E 2 8 ©)tf ^ yf-f y^v-^f A 1 9 O li, 

[0 20 1] OHP 1 7 2 Sr^ffl Lfclftlttt, f$Bft>gB 

[0 2 0 2] Z<Dtz£>. ^115 2*^(0^*11, 

2 3 L-T?IJffi"I|gt?i5S0 

[0 2 0 3] >7--< ^fsX'r&tDmi 0 
HJfiM)   (02 9, 3 0) 
ft'fcfM L7t01, 02, 020, 026, 02 7, 0 

(14) 

26 
[0 2 0 4] fgll, 112^ 

ftassr, y-:/;frfii^4Sft5;!7l^^^£tS:^:i- 
f;:ffifiJcT♦fc5«) 

[0 2 0 5] 0 2 §<D%?P&ifs4^7- 4 1 

9 0II, ?c#l 9 2»cE**Vfc3tm 9 1 £#JMg£ 
LTflJffl L, J.o«»J©»3M» 1 9 3 §r^ffli-^«^-e 

[0206] Jg^S 19311, fc** h^It'S) 15 , ^ V 
i/7-1 9 4SrWT5'5r—>Vi/l 9 5 i:, ^r—'y^^l 

JO   9 5 ©H^ldlHlft-BItglClSttT*) •?, TL19 6 
^ri-5T/<—ft-*** 197t, T'<—9 1 
9 7(£>T{Byt-, T*—**'*** 19 7 i—(tt«>ICRtt 
TfcSM^ft^igSt, 7^-ff7/^197 
<0±ffif£, ttl 9 9 4r«f*.|c«ft#l4raHE?rttfcKlt-C 

[0 2 0 7] ^#1014, ^BJSrtT^5teSt-*3^ 
T, *§^g 19 3 5rif *>, B1201 Sr^pfffi 5 2 <D<p 
ffetcfilt, :©«it7^-<?WX? 1 9 7&^P2 
0 2*I*llCiiSlHHb*«, *fcRtrtt2 0 0££eP2 0 

20    3<0*|6jlC3gl:»i^L, ^#1 9 2 (OftflsC 1 9 lA^O 
}fci&2 0 4**£3H«t2 0 OT'Slt^tvTftff bit, ?L 1 
9 6SriioT)tSiEm^T-l 9 8Wf.ij>SrKtt-r5J; 5 
fcWBU t^x^ 1 9 7MKIfi2 0 0 

[0208] jftaMB 1 9 3 14, ±|EO 4 5 l-PS^tufc 

9 3©?-^ 2 0 1 SrlRj»tfc$B-ffi:»C, T— 9 5 

[0 2 0 9]   OtfWyr-fy^fA©! 11 
30 mmm) (031) 

@3 2Wyf ^ y^-y^f A2 1 oil, f£2 
1 1 ±\zWl<^%M2 1 2 $r#fiBftJK£ L-C^Jffl U 5. 
o±fE<Dm*S 1 9 3 Lfdftffc-C&S. 
[0 2 10] Jg^ggl 9 314, ntis&tmC<. T'^—f- 

1 9 7RV*B.Mm.2 0 OSr, %U2 12i!)0 
2 1 3 £, 3tm*«*^-taK 4 5 Kjgfipg bfc 

[0211] tt#a#Yyf^ymfA©li 2 
UttM)   (0 3 2) 

40   [21 3 1 ©Jt^tSCaK-f yT^y/^fi 2 2 014, ft^ 
*1 0^^j^tf)g|<oa55)-lwf^»tfc^2 2 1 Sr#fiS3tj!S 
£ LT^Jffl U, JLo^(D*g^2 2 2 Sr<£ffl-T5fllf£ 

[0212] }g/T:^2 2 2 14, «^S15 2{l!|OSM» 
T*-f"r**9 2 2 3»t/3t«*lft3d^-'2 2 4 

tU 3t^2 2 liPOfttjiJtU m^«2 2 2|* 
cD3fcfl§>2 2 1 SrSJpi:i-5iai#©flW*a*>*0 

[0 2 13] 
9 (03 3.  3 4.  3 5) 

so .033 Oji^gg 23014, 020, 026, 027, 0 
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[0 2 141 Jt^2 3 0f4,        »^2 3 1 ©Buffi 
CBfflW6*yh) 7^2 3 2, 7V< 

-^■r 233, stromas**^ 234 zm-r 
[0 2 15] tr—'s^sfZ 3 1 rtt-H, El3 4lOTtJ: 

5 Id, £SS/SJ££ifelHlgS 2 3 5 , @K2 3 5*^<DW 
73lc£<5^-C*g^§§ 2 3 0<D*|S]$r^*^J^trfi-^«iS 

"t-a««ai62 3 6, A/
/
D^IH1K2 3 7, MPU2 

3 8, ^V^7i-*lfi]?g2 3 9^M^*tbTV^5,, 
[0 2 16] >T-*s^?2 3 1 ©±fl5«fc» sK-T 

S. 
[0 2 17] MPU2 3 8f4, El 3 5 \Zvp-f£ 5 fcttfls 

[0 2i8] *i\ ^m^ai^flg^tii^ff5 (ST 

i) . 
[0 2 19] gj&;l£q2 4 SiJSJf^T^SttCIl, 

MPU2 3 8aSA/D^&IHgg2 3 7 <0^—   SrSt K> & 

-^0K2 3 g^LT^-^fctf^S 3l;iGi£$-£ 
5 (S T 2 ,  ST3,  ST4,  S T 5) 0 

[0 2 2 0] z.i\KX<0, 0 2 0^, ft^5 3*W— 
^56 A£r^ U 52±> Jg^Sg2 30 
-TffiaiC,       ^ 5 6 2S**£;h,5„ 
[02 2 1] gj&;L3n 24 5 SrBH-i, ST3 JWTO» 

[0 2 2 2] ^£4-9, »5*#tt»Sfe»2 3 0£-j£ 

[0 2 2 3] ^#14^-^ Lfc*Q. 
6 SrtT 51*MS-£W1--r-* 5 6 

[0 2 2 4] 
[«^g<Dffll Oj£&£0iJ)   (123 6,   3 7,   3 8) 

036, 037, @38t> E133,   34,   3 5 \Z^rf 

[0 2 2 5] HI 3 6 coJg^S2 5 0 f4, HJrffiiftSfi^ro 
Wfc.m^<D>r-*s^>? 2 5 1 Sr#-T50 

[0 2 2 6] *r-*S^>f 251 ©Tffi 2 5 2 «C, ajf-f V 
h • 2 4 5 *SK»tT*>5. 
[0 2 2 7] fr—*Sf? 251 £>±ffi 2 5 3 tC, 4 O0 

*-y/Vfigfg^SJ2 5 4~2 5 D y?3\2 

5 8, tZf!) yt&Z 5 9*SfJ|fCfc5, 
[0 2 2 8] -»—*tt«»j£»2 5 4,  2 5 5,   2 5 

6,  2 5 71*, *-y/WSr**®ffi5 2©5t), Jh;fr3F 

(15) 

[0 2 2 9] * il s/^iP2 5 8,   2 5 9»4, SPfcAP-Tt 

[0 2 3 0] MPU2 3 8 14, HI 3 8 4 5 fcftff 

io     [0 2 3 1] 

*T» ^**tt«»£«nttlB«m*:fT5 (STIO) 

*—y/HfeK»Jt*2 5 4 (2 5 5~2 5 7) 
Tl^5t#lCf±, MPU 2 3 8*5, # — y,H£e£y-fe 

JE&L-fcT'—^5r^-t-5 (ST10, ST11, ST1 
3) „ 
[0 2 3 2] w^tCtU, «*iBt5 5 2  (5 2 A) ±, 

m£ L fcttufc * - y       $ *vc$ *i -s. 
[0 2 3 3] 

20 *v •y?§a#imiikm*n? (STI4) 

? V •y?&\2 5 8, 2 5 9 $tuTV»5 i#»df4, M 
PU2 3 8tf*Sli¥Tlf'7*-*Srffr&-r.5 (ST16). 
[0 2 3 4] «0»S.fii:RIS^mSr, BI3 5(C^ 

-f-fcWfltfcltTS (ST1~ST5) . 
[0 2 3 5] ®12 5 4~2 5 7 ^ixT I 

14, * y y**i:|KlBl*ttJ*:f?5 (ST 14) 
SP2 5 4~2 5 7RZfi®\2 5 8,   2 5 9 tfSf&KJf £*VC 
vvfcv*»frfc:tt% ^Ife^SP^fll^ttSSrtf 5 (ST1) . 
[0 2 3 6] ±E«J«©»*» 2 50    iixtf, «Jg|^ 

so   SJ2 4 5SrigS:il-rr ttd<t«9, <fc o T«^g 
2 5 0«hfc*&l:{)>      ^ 5 6SrB3^-f-5)-i:^ 

[0 2 3 7] 10 14, SP254 — 257 ©3fS© 
SJSrWU, ^>CV^■CS^2 5 8X14 2 5 9 SrJf      t »d«t 
•3, 9 5 6 *5*^@iffi5 2±ifWffi:atCfeoTt-v 

—* 5 6cD{4«tcM#c»fc(/^^roMS^, 

40 w^srtai-, fca^iujt^-s? (ttr^—v5) 

5 3{dj^5r.i:^m5fe5o 
[0 2 3 8] «£o-C, *HJ60iJ<DiS^ 2 5 0 »4, fft^ 

WiBS 2±0fa©<OT»C-r-^ 5 6 5«IBfc» 

[0 2 3 9] *fc, SI2 5 4~2 5 9 Srifi"11#5£<0a 

- K«**384-*-«. H-IM85 3I4, -t©3-K«**r 

so    [ 0 2 4 0 ] SH 2 4 514, 1&7&£1fiitoyf& 2 5 0 
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[0241] Sl254~2 59lt 1 0# 

[024 2] tt&s »*»tt, B 3 6 «K yfrQLW 
ftCfl 2 5 4-2 5 7 fc^BS LfcUtric, BP*>, 
2 4 5RXfi? D j/*»2 5 8,  2 5 9 «:Rltfc*!j&fc-t- 

[024 3] l l Itttffl)   (El 3 9 , 4 
0,  4 1,  4 2) 
EI39, EI40, 194 1. 042^, 036, E137, 

[0244] J§^«2 7 0 »ix El 3 6 |CS*1-»5MS2 7 
0<O±ffi2 5 3<0 5*>, iE«f Lfc 
MM*0 ©fl)fffc*«*ift*J?-2 7 1 fctfU J.o)fe© 
^tfe^T-2 7 1 irBI&LT, EI4 0»c^-TJ;5i-> 9M 
/mS&SkWSk 2 7 2 StfA/D^&Hlgg 2 7 3 Sr^i" 

[0245] MPU2 3 8I1, EI4 IRXim* 2 

[0 2 4 6] MPU2 3 8 cDfbf£l±, EI4 2«f» 
7"ST2tST3 b <Df^\Z^r-y^fST 2 0~ST 2 3 
^*-T5«l»±, H3 8JcjSi-»fts£IS] 
[0 2 4 7] Jg^2 7 0ti\ El 3 6<Df§^3§2 5 0i 

[0 2 4 8] #J;ltfE12 0*, i E|4 3 

(A) fclfcl-CjiH-J:5K:» -^W3S^T?^?ti-5. 
[0249] %&M&M=f- 2 7 1 t±s ®S*^$rtT-oT 

^5i©^<0*W2 7 4td^)t (fl-Jlft) £g)fc 

[0 2 5 0] 2 3 4 l±»        1 1 l7)>£><7> 
%<omz. 1£%tt2 7 4^brc»3tt>-gBS3t-r^o 
[025 1] B42f, ^^•y7sST2»5|£IJ»r^*/i5Y 

EST'fcSi^ (*§^3£2 7 0<DfaZ\ZI&CX-?—? 5 
ezmfrZ? t1rZW&) \Zf±. A/D^&!H]B§2 7 3 
Wttl^S:Sit)ji^ (ST 2 0) , ^a^tOW^/VSr^ffl 
U iSMIl (ST 2 1) . ^a*OU"<^*SBf«U. 

'OPaSrttitfci^^SrWWH-S (ST2 2) . 
[0 2 5 2] ^T5'7ST2 2©«W*S**SYE SO* 

ttwtt, Jffi&tNA t#0 (ST 2 3) „ 
[0 2 5 3] C1<Z>#> ^^3/^ST3SrtT5. 
[0 2 5 4] rr-C, i&)fc*r2 7 4*538^5ft (fl-Sl 

ft) EI4 3 (B) ICTJH-J: 

^tt5fc©tfetl> wW^t (OT CD^$^S, ±f£ 
(OW^yVa SrM^.7t^F^*»fe, t°— ?£r@;iT W</Wa 

"C#5o ±SB^7lS'7'ST2 3©@ff)&$KA tfi, ±12 

50 
cDfHB!l LTjRfefc.NfUS A tlC3t«>Tfc-5o 

[ 0 2 5 5 ] fcjo, ±.$&<D l"</l> a fi, fF^T?# £ / -Y 

[0 2 5 6] ^.XS'7°ST3(Dij)f^(i, El4 
3 (C)        (F) K^-fJ: 5 \z.nt>ma 

[0 2 5 7] BP*>, A/D^&Ia]gg2 3 7*»f>H. El4 
3 (o 1^1-7*^*/wt-f-2 7 6-t>mm.mctht)£ 

io   B|4 Of, fl^/mffi^miHlK 2 3 6fi, El 4 3 (C) 

2 3 7fi, EI4 3  (D) KLmt?-* S^/HS*Di . D 

[0 2 5 8]       v5^^m^-D2 »i/-rXSr-g-/^-e^5 

[0 2 5 9]^^t, ±fE^^s/7°ST3<Dtb^^g 

[0 2 6 0] ^^^7°ST3CDl!)f^tCj;t)N MP U 2 3 
20    8rt-C, El 4 3 (E) tC*-Tffii3ii^lt«-§-e^^ 

[0 2 6 1] rHl-.tt), MPU2 3 8ICtt, 04 3 
(F) izm1r&5\z, ^ ^ v^/Wf-§-D2 STK^T, x 

[0 2 6 2] J§^3|2 7 0/'TXSr 

[0 2 6 3] 
30     [*§^3g<DSf! 1 2 £tt0!D   (El 4 4 TiSEl 4 7) 

$*MH2 8 0ft, yttm&m*234<t5©ai*SrfUffl 
LTE14 6      ^fyrST 2 1,  ST22, ST2 
3, ST3(0ibf^tC«};o-C^a^tSr«imL-T, ^a^tj- 

[0 2 6 4] EI46, 4 7©7n-ft-htt^Ty/ 
s T 2 o 7j5Mv^fdif*Hufai: n c-efc^o 
[0265] *mi&m\z£m,t£* tMLKitfem-tzmm 

(Dytm&WimT&^-chztzisb. j§^S2 8ott, ^ 

40  [0 2 6 6]     mijbmm12mmm<Dm^5 
1, 2 0, 9 0, 1 00, 1 20, 2 2 2, 2 30, 2 

[0 2 6 7] 
l^P^w^l ff**l©^W(-J:ntf, ^Iffi5 2 

W<D&%m*5 7<D)tSr^Lfc^tm^^5 1 f O 
mjjmwfrb.        i©ws 1 ao^ifiisr^aiL, 
-t<7)ftt:73|pJ{£2tJ&i"5fi£1B5 5 ICTK-Y V h -^56 
£3^$ii:5ft-»$5 3 S^(i^TV^5fcJ»!), ^®B5 

so 2i»t>fttt7
vcte*7)^-etm^^Sr:fT^ 5 r t^a 
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[0 2 6 8] f*#« 2 \Z iixtf, **Hffi 5 2 WKett 

5iCftiJffll$tv50-C, PSDirlV^TSS»5 10i5 

[0 2 6 9] «sMl3©»Wfc:J;*Ltf* ttjRfcfHMKi 

[0 2 7 0] »*qi4©?8WKJ:Jxtf» St*©**** 

/ -f X^Sr+^td/jN$ < am^5 r. 136Stb*, 

»g%»»±+^icMiaKo«-«-s:UjA-*-a -1 asm*, ^ 
- k a*m*3„ 

[0 2 7 1] g»*«5©HK^J:ixtf, 3teSfrS£fc* 

[0 2 7 2] Sf*«6<0|6Wlw«tHtf, MfiffattTifeS 
^a-tcJt^T. »*»©£#*#**., ^©Sh ■*>—* 

[0 2 7 3] 8*#JS7©38|l3fc:J:*ui, ^Wffi©J3B 

trtt*l£lMttH*«. 
[0 2 7 4] fl|#gi8©»Wfc.fc;h,tf, IMl©%ft3S1K 

LT*^m*50 

[0 2 7 5] S»#*9<D»WfcJ:lxtf. »ij*#iflSftofc. 

©ftK©«*«rtH2r*-5 r t *sm*a. 
[0 2 7 6] 91*3(1 OlCfcfWf. ffi*%3»5 I©;*^ v 

ltWi. 
Jg^S§5 1 ©*-f yfjWWlf, *^Bffi5 2{HI©$g}fc 

[0 2 7 7] 11*311 2©«fc5K, JgS%»5 l©»»tt 
ffot*-f > h- • 5 6 fl^Bl Lfc 9. fc5^li» 
»Ufe^J:3teaWL"C, Jg^§g5 l Sr-7^^©«t 54 

•▼->»ft^tt?, #J»L©l?#4r**< i-S i 
irtfsm*, Mtcit*35l 3 © J; 51c* m^&5 1 Sr#K 
^o^we, JBSNSS i©*r^«s-*'ttk:ifc**«j« 

[0 2 7 8] tt*£i 4©J:5t-> »*»5 i«po«3t 
##3R5 1 g fc^tmSEftSl^ 5 lfpfc©ffc«BMIW#tffc 
***5 1 g©*^E«Sr*'ffcS"B:X', »5MB5 lt$ 
$Bi5 2 fc©^fc«?£fc*«fci»;6EKfc»Ri-;5 

[0 2 7 9] 8f*«l SfciiKtf, tt**85 1©$45 1 

(17) 

32 
a ©*|S]^©tf #»43fC«*Hte 5 2 «©** 
3*f-ttfc«U ff-ftttS 3fc£j£-?#5©-C, SJIKa 

[0 2 8 0] |ft*£l 6tCitu«, ffi?N£5 1 ©S£< 

1 t-CEl^©«W^JS< :t-e, 5tfP«*bfc. 

[0 2 8 1 ] 7©.t 5fc» *i^S5 1 Sr^SbS: 
JO  fH-SSWcfcaWh •      * 5 6d5*^$ii/5^ei 

©MiTMttltSr ir-e. »^3§5 1 ©^Sbfi^*H- 

5**BiB5 2K:*$ltS#-r^h • 5 6©#tb» 

[0 2 8 2] fftjfcJj 1 8 fw J:*Ui, —0©^^pfffi 5 2 

fc*fUMfc©»*«5 1 a,  5 1 b-«rffiV'3iHHc. 
#)tf^5 1a,  5 1 b — ZkiZ. ^S15 2±©# 

20    [o 2 8 3] SS#JSl 9{cJ:*vHf, T/^—5^^-=?^.^Sr 

[0 2 8 4] W*312 0©%B^»witutf, *-©«^® 
ffi©Jlla©{@ST^c^E$^^Tv^5^•^i*3v^Tt,, 

[0 2 8 5] «*JI2 1 ©IgBJlc J;Jttf, ffi«©*«* 
imttit^X, h-^^©«gv^K©ft-§-Sr 

30 m*i-*riasm5fc*. 
[0 2 8 6] ff*3S2 2©^BJtCj:tt«, 3fci!S£r3t^iIi 

iB©*l^*»fe^ix*:SMfcfcBiUfc«j«-C. **SW«-f v 

[0 2 8 7] mm.2. 3<DftW\c£tif£, »*«Sr#^ 

[0 2 8 8] ft*«2 4©»Mk:J:*t»i, »Ji%«S:#'f 

So 
40    [0 2 8 9] »*^2 5©||BJtcJ:H«, IS^Sr^i* 

e*jfcKih L#5. 
[0 2 9 0] n#1%2 6©^W»Citbff, ^SL^tfciS 

j^SSrS«t/£V^m-g-Srm^5-i:*sm*, rJifcio 

[Hi] *^W»wJ;53t^3S;^-Y>'r:-f>'^v'^71A© 

[El 2] *&m\^£Z%<&&&<<i'!r'< y^fAro 

so    [0 3] -#CTCP SD*rtjStbfcm^g©rtgBSr^i-El 
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